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Abstrakt: Integrace pla´nova´n´ı a rozvrhova´n´ı vyzˇaduje hleda´n´ı novy´ch
pr´ıstup˚u k proble´mu rozvrhova´n´ı. Rozvrhovac´ı syste´m mus´ı by´t schopen
poskytnout uzˇitecˇne´ informace pla´novacˇi, aby se zabra´nilo vytva´rˇen´ı
neuskutecˇnitelny´ch pla´n˚u. Pro rozvrhova´n´ı zalozˇene´ na splnˇova´n´ı
omezuj´ıc´ıch podmı´nek je mozˇne´ definovat vlastn´ı filtracˇn´ı pravidla a tak
zefektivnit rˇesˇ´ıc´ı algoritmus. Pokud filtracˇn´ı pravidla vyuzˇ´ıvaj´ı informace
sd´ılene´ pla´novacˇem a rozvrhovac´ım syste´mem (naprˇ. precedencˇn´ı a nebo
tempora´ln´ı podmı´nky), vy´stup teˇchto pravidel je mozne´ poskytnout
pla´novacˇi, ktery´ je mu˚zˇe s vy´hodou vyuzˇ´ıt. V te´to pra´ci je navrzˇena filtracˇn´ı
metoda, ktera´ vyuzˇ´ıva´ tempora´ln´ı vztahy mezi aktivitami alokovany´mi na
jeden nebo v´ıce disjunktivn´ıch zdroj˚u. Pra´ce take´ popisuje sadu
propagacˇn´ıch pravidel zalozˇeny´ch na kombinaci ruzny´ch filtracˇn´ıch technik.
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Abstract: Integration of planning and scheduling requires new approaches
to the scheduling problem. The scheduler must be able to provide useful
information for the planner in order to avoid generation of unfeasible plans.
In constraint-based scheduling it is possible to define custom filtering rules
that improve the solving procedure. If the filtering rules exploit the
information shared by the planner and the scheduler (e.g. precedence or
temporal constraints), the outcome of these rules can be used to provide
useful hints for the planner. This work presents a filtering technique that
exploits temporal relations between a set of activities allocated to one or
more disjunctive resources. The work also presents a set of propagation
rules for constraint-based scheduling based on various filtering techniqes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Automated planning and scheduling receive a lot of attention in Artificial
Intelligence research. The focus of planning is to choose what actions need
to be executed in order to accomplish some objectives and scheduling cares
about allocation of activities into time and space. Traditional approach to
the planning and scheduling problem is sequential. First, the planner finds a
set of activities and then the scheduler attempts to schedule execution of the
activities within limited time and using limited resources. The drawback of
this sequential approach is lack of communication between the planner and
the scheduler — a feasible schedule for the plan often does not exist, because
the planner does not consider temporal and resource limitations.
One way to alleviate this problem is to integrate planning and scheduling.
In this approach, the planner consults the partial plans it creates with the
scheduler. This way it is possible to discover and discard the unfeasible
partial plans more quickly. Unfortunately, classical schedulers (even though
they perform very well on pure scheduling problems) are not suitable for
integration with planners and thus new scheduling approaches are necessary
to support integration of planning and scheduling.
One such approach is to integrate reasoning on precedence and resource
constraints. This allows the scheduler to efficiently prune time windows of
activities even when very little commitments are made by the planner and
thus the scheduler is able to provide useful feedback.
A natural way of extending the above idea is to consider general temporal
constraints instead of simple precedence relations.
In this work we propose a set of filtering rules that integrate reasoning on
temporal and resource constraints and that also allow some activities to be
optional (meaning that it is possible to flexibly decide whether the activity
will be executed or not). It is possible to use these filtering rules in pure
scheduling as well as in integrated planning and scheduling.
1
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The work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction
into the topics that reader should be familiar with in order to understand
the rest of the work: the constraint satisfaction technology, constraint-based
scheduling and the temporal networks.
In Chapter 3 we present existing works in the area of integration of
planning and scheduling and we focus on works that exploit precedence rela-
tions between activities in constraint-based scheduling. We describe a filter-
ing technique called “energy precedence constraint” and existing propagation
rules based on this technique.
Chapters 4 and 5 provide a theoretical basis for the propagation rules
introduced in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 4 we formalize the addressed problem and propose a structure
— called a temporal graph — that represents the problem in the propagation
rules. We also propose a generalization of temporal networks that combines
temporal constraints with optional activities. Finally, we extend the notion
of a temporal graph to include optional activities.
In Chapter 5 we propose an incremental algorithm that propagates changes
of temporal constraints in the temporal graph. Then we introduce a notion
of generalized energy precedence constraint that uses the relationship be-
tween precedence and resource constraints to adjust the temporal relations
between activities. We also introduce an algorithm that calculates weights of
the edges in the temporal graph based on the generalized energy precedence
constraint.
In Chapter 6 we propose a set of filtering rules that work with the tem-
poral graph and integrate propagation of temporal and resource constraints
between a set of optional activities.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Constraint satisfaction
Constraint satisfaction is a common denominator in the two most important
topics discussed in this work. First, the framework for reasoning on temporal
relations (called temporal constraint satisfaction problem, TCSP for short)
introduced later in this chapter is formulated as an instance of a generic
constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). Second, we propose new algorithms
that support integration of planning and scheduling. These algorithms are
formulated as filtering rules for a scheduler based on a constraint solving tech-
nology. Thus, understanding the basic principles of constraint satisfaction is
probably the most important prerequisite needed to read our work.
Definition 2.1. Constraint satisfaction problem is triple (X,D,C) where:
• X = {X1, . . . , Xn} is a finite set of variables.
• D is a set of domains for these variables.
• C is a set of constraints restricting possible combinations of the values
assigned to variables — every constraint is a relation over the variables’
domains.
We say that tuple (x1, . . . , xn) is a solution of CSP if the values are from
corresponding domains and the assignment X1 = x1, . . . , Xn = xn satisfies
all the constraints in C. Thus the task of constraint solver is to find a value
for each variable from the corresponding domain in such a way that all the
constraints are satisfied [7].
Example 2.1 (Problem of n-queens). A simple example of a problem that
can be formulated as CSP is the problem of n-queens. The task is to place
n queens on n× n board so that the queens do not attack each other.
3
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To create a CSP model of this problem, we must specify, which variables
are used, what are their domains and what constraints restrict possible com-
binations of their values. The aim is to create a model whose every solution
would correspond to a solution of the problem of n-queens. Example of such
a model follows.
Example 2.2 (A CSP model of the problem of n-queens). An attempt to
solve the problem of n-queens is an assignment of a position to every queen.
Position of i-th queen is represented by a pair of variables row(i) and col(i).
The domain of variable row(i) should contain all allowed row positions for
i-th queen, i.e. {1, . . . , n} — the set of rows on the chessboard. The domain
of variable col(i) should similarly contain all allowed column positions for
i-th queen, which is again the set {1, . . . , n}.
The constraints of the model must ensure, that no two queens attack each
other. Specifically, every pair of queens must occupy different rows, different
columns and different diagonals of the chessboard. Formally, we can say that
for every pair of queens i 6= j, the following constraint is specified:
row(i) 6= row(j) ∧ col(i) 6= col(j) ∧ |row(i)− row(j)| 6= |col(i)− col(j)|
The constraint solvers typically solve CSPs using a combination of depth-
first search and domain filtering. Domain filtering is a process of removing
values from the domains that do not satisfy some constraint. Each constraint
has a filtering algorithm assigned to it that does this job for the constraint,
and these algorithms communicate via the domains of the variables – if a
filtering algorithm shrinks a domain of some variable, the algorithms for
constraints that use this variable propagate the change to other variables
until a fixed point is reached or until some domain becomes empty. Such a
procedure is called a (generalized) arc consistency.
When all domains are reduced to singletons then the solution is found. If
some domain becomes empty then no solution exists. In all other cases the
search procedure splits the space of possible assignments by adding a new
constraint (for example by assigning a value to the variable) and the solution
is being searched for in sub-spaces defined by the constraint and its negation
(other branching schemes may also be applied).
Listing of Algorithm 2.1 shows an example of how a solving procedure
might look.
The procedure solve() accepts four arguments — a set of decision va-
riables X, a set of domains for these variables D, a set of constraints that
must be satisfied C and set P of variables that had their domains changed
by previous invocation of solve() and need to be propagated.
The procedure first ensures propagation of domain changes caused by pre-
vious invocation by calling the consistency() procedure. If the propagation
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Algorithm 2.1 Example of a solving procedure written in pseudocode
solve(X,D,C, P )→
D′ ← consistency(P,D,C)
if D′ = fail then
fail
if All domains in D are singletons then
return solution
V ← choose variable(X,D′, C)
(D1V , D
2
V )← split domain(DV )
D′′ ← (D′ \ {DV }) ∪ {D1V }
R← solve(X,D′′, C, {V })
if R 6= fail then
return R
else
D′′′ ← (D′ \ {DV }) ∪ {D2V }
R′ ← solve(X,D′′′, C, {V })
return R′
fails, the procedure also fails and if all domains become singletons, then the
solution is found and returned. If neither of these cases occurs, the procedure
chooses a variable and splits its domain. Then it recursively calls itself in
order to search for solution in subspace where either one or the other part of
variable’s domain is used.
The consistency procedure invoked by the solving procedure might look
like the one listed as Algorithm 2.2.
Algorithm 2.2 Example of generalized consistency procedure
consistency(Q,D,C)→
D′ ← D
while Q not empty do
X ← select and remove variable from Q
for all constraints Ci affected by change in domain of variable X do
D′ ← propagate(Ci, D′)
if some domain in D′ is empty then
fail
Q← Q ∪ {Y |Y is a variable affected by propagation of Ci}
return D′
In this procedure, Q represents a queue of variables whose domain was
changed and not propagated. In every iteration of the while-loop, one va-
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riable is chosen and all constraints that may be affected by change in its do-
main have their corresponding filtering rules invoked (procedure propagate()).
This rule may prune domains of other variables, which are then added into
Q for later processing. The loop ends when a fixed point is reached, in which
case the propagation is complete or when some domain becomes empty, which
means that no solution exists.
One of the most notable advantages of using constraint satisfaction to
solve problems is that with improvements of general CSP solvers, all problems
are solved more effectively. The formalism is very generic and thus can
be used to model a large scale of problems. Moreover, it is often possible
to exploit specific knowledge of the modeled problem and define problem-
specific filtering rules in order to help solver prune domains more effectively.
The constraint solvers usually provide an interface for user-defined fil-
tering algorithms so the users may extend the capabilities of the solvers by
writing their own filtering algorithms [15]. This interface consists of two
parts: triggers and propagators. The user should specify when the filtering
algorithm is called — a trigger. This is typically a change of domain of some
variable, for example when the lower bound of the domain is increased, the
upper bound is decreased, or any element is deleted from the domain. The
propagator then describes how this change is propagated to domains of other
variables. The constraint solver provides procedures for access to domains of
variables and for operations over the domains (membership, union, intersec-
tion, etc.) The output of the propagator is a proposal how to change domains
of other variables in the constraint. The algorithm may also deduce that the
constraint cannot be satisfied (fail) or that the constraint is entailed (exit).
In this work, we address the problem of scheduling integrated with tem-
poral networks and optional activities and we use constraint satisfaction tech-
nology to model and solve this problem. Our main contribution lies in a set of
new filtering algorithms that prune domains of decision variables and thus al-
low a more efficient search for solutions of this problem. These algorithms are
written in the form of propagation rules, which allow their straightforward
implementation in any constraint solver that supports user-defined global
constraints.
2.2 Scheduling and constraint satisfaction
Scheduling is an area of operations research that concerns itself with the
problem of allocating a set of activities on available resources and finding an
execution time for each activity. The usage of resources is usually restricted
in some way (for example, some resources may allow processing of only one
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activity at a time, others may diminish with every use and need to be re-
plenished regularly and so on) and there is usually some kind of optimization
criterion (like minimalization of makespan, lateness, cost, etc.)
Scheduling has a wide spectrum of applications from school timetabling
through logistics to manufacture management. It is also often used in con-
junction with planning, we discuss this more thoroughly in the next chapter.
Scheduling problems belong to the area of combinatorial optimisation
problems so they can be naturally described as constraint satisfaction problems.
One of traditional modelling approaches uses variables to describe the acti-
vities. In particular, there are three variables identifying the position of
activity in time: the start time, the end time and the processing time (dura-
tion). Let A be an activity, we denote these variables SA, EA, pA. We expect
the domains for these variables to be discrete (e.g. natural numbers) where
the release time and deadline make natural bounds for them. Note that if
the processing time of the activity is constant, then one variable is enough
to locate the activity in time. We still prefer to use all three variables to
simplify description of the constraints [1].
The time variables of every activity are bound by constraint SA+pA = EA.
Time dependencies between the activities can also be naturally described
using constraints like EA ≤ SB (this constraint means that activity A must
be completed before activity B starts).
Besides activities, resources also play a significant role in scheduling.
There are three types of resources mentioned in this work: reservoir, dis-
crete and unary resources.
The reservoir resource is the most general of the three. A reservoir re-
source is a multi-capacity resource that can be consumed and/or produced
by so called resource events. A reservoir has an integer maximal capacity an
may have an initial level. As an example of a reservoir, you can think of a
fuel tank.
A discrete resource is a special kind of reservoir resource that is used
over some time interval: a certain quantity of resource is consumed at the
start time of the activity and the same quantity is released at its end time.
Discrete resources are also called cumulative or sharable resources in the
scheduling literature. A discrete resource has a known maximal capacity
profile over time. They allow us, for example, to represent a pool of workers
whose availability may change over time.
A disjunctive resource (also called a unary resource) is a discrete resource
with unit capacity. It imposes that all the activities requiring the same unary
resource are totally ordered. This is typically the case of a machine that can
process only one operation at a time. Unary resources are the simplest and
the most studied resources in scheduling as well as in AI planning [11].
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If multiple resources are considered in the scheduling problem, variable
resA is used to represent the resource to which activity A is allocated. The
resource limitation may also be modeled using constraints. For example, if
activities A and B are allocated to the same unary resource, we would add
constraint EA ≤ SB ∨ EB ≤ SA.
You can find a much more detailed introduction into constraint-based
scheduling in [1].
2.3 Introduction to Temporal Networks
In [8] authors introduced temporal constraint satisfaction problem (TCSP)
and its simplified instance, called simple temporal problem (STP). Since
temporal networks and their integration with scheduling problem is the main
focus of this work we present some basic definitions and some results from
their work. If reader is interested in proofs and more detailed discussion, he
is kindly asked to refer to the original article.
2.3.1 Temporal constraint satisfaction problem
Definition 2.2. Temporal constraint satisfaction problem (TCSP) is tuple
(X,D,C) where:
• X is set {X1, . . . , Xn} of variables representing time points
• D is set {D1, . . . , Dn} of domains, Di is domain for variable Xi
• C is set of temporal constraints.
Each temporal constraint is represented by a pairwise disjoint set of intervals:
{l1, . . . , lk} = {[a1, b1], . . . , [ak, bk]}
There are two types of temporal constraints: unary and binary. Unary con-
straint Ti restricts the domain of variable Xi to the given set of intervals, i.e.
it represents a disjunction
a1 ≤ Xi ≤ b1 ∨ . . . ∨ ak ≤ Xi ≤ bk
Binary constraint Tij restricts the permissible values for the distance Xj−Xi,
i.e. it represents a disjunction
a1 ≤ Xj −Xi ≤ b1 ∨ . . . ∨ ak ≤ Xj −Xi ≤ bk
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Definition 2.3. Network of binary constraints (a binary TCSP) is TCSP in
which only binary constraints are allowed.
In order to represent unary constraints in binary TCSP, a special va-
riable X0 is introduced to represent “beginning of the world”. We treat all
unary constraints Ti as binary constraints T0i. For simplicity we assume that
X0 = 0.
In this manner we may represent restrictions on domain Di of variable
Xi via binary constraint T0i. Thus Di needs to specify only general set of
permitted values, e.g. whether the domain is continuous or discrete.
The network of binary temporal constraints can be represented by a di-
rected constraint graph G = (V,E). Node i ∈ V represents variable Xi and
edge i→ j represents temporal constraint Tij. Edge i→ j is labeled by the
set of intervals in Tij.
Example 2.3. John goes to work either by car (30-40 minutes), or by bus (at
least 60 minutes). Fred goes to work either by car (20-30 minutes), or in a
carpool (40-50 minutes). Today John left home between 7:10 and 7:20 and
Fred arrived at work between 8:00 and 8:10. We also know that John arrived
at work about 10-20 minutes after Fred left home.
We may represent information given in Example 2.3 using TCSP. The
interesting time points are:
• X1 - time when John leaves home
• X2 - time when John arrives at work
• X3 - time when Fred leaves home
• X4 - time when Fred arrives at work
As discussed before, we also introduce a “beginning of the world” variable,
X0. Let us assume that X0 corresponds to a time of 7:00. Then the following
temporal constraints can be defined:
• T12 = {[30, 40], [60,∞]}
• T34 = {[20, 30], [40, 50]}
• T01 = {[10, 20]}
• T04 = {[60, 70]}
• T32 = {[10, 20]}
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Figure 2.1: Constraint graph for Example 2.3
Example of constraint graph that represents this TCSP is on Figure 2.1.
Note that temporal constraint Tij implies an equivalent temporal con-
straint Tji. In the above example, T32 = {[10, 20]} implies constraint T23 =
{[−20,−10]}. Only one of these equivalent constraints is usually specified in
the constraint graph.
Definition 2.4. We say that tuple (x1, . . . , xn) is a solution of a TCSP if the
assignment {X1 = x1, . . . , Xn = xn} satisfies all of the temporal constraints.
Definition 2.5. We say that value v is a feasible value for variable Xi, if
there exists a solution in which Xi = v. The set of all feasible values of a
variable is called the minimal domain.
Definition 2.6. We say that a TCSP is consistent if it has at least one
solution.
We define a partial order among the binary temporal constraints in the
following manner.
Definition 2.7. Let T and S be a pair of binary temporal constraints. We
say that T is tighter than S, denoted T ⊆ S, if for every interval I ∈ T there
exists an interval J ∈ S such that I ⊆ J .
Informally, T ⊆ S if every pair of values allowed by T is also allowed by
S.
Minimum of this order (the tightest constraint) is the empty constraint,
∅. If the network contains an empty constraint, then it is trivially inconsis-
tent. Maximum of this order (the most relaxed constraint) is the universal
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constraint {[−∞,∞]}. Edges corresponding to a universal constraint are
usually omitted from the constraint graph (since they are always satisfied,
we do not need to take them into consideration).
From the partial order between binary temporal constraints we may derive
the partial order between temporal networks.
Definition 2.8. Let T and S be two temporal networks on the same set of
variables. We say that T is tighter than S, denoted T ⊆ S, if for all i, j,
Tij ⊆ Sij.
Definition 2.9. We say that two temporal networks are equivalent, if they
have the same set of solutions.
Definition 2.10. Let T be a temporal network. We say that network M is
minimal representation of T (or minimal network), if M is equivalent with
T and for every other S equivalent with T , M ⊆ S. Constraints specified by
the minimal network are called minimal constraints.
Definition 2.11. Let T = (X,D,C) be a TCSP and let Y = {Y1, . . . , Yk} be
a set of variables such that Y ⊆ X. We say that C ′ = {Tij|Xi ∈ Y ∧Xj ∈ Y }
is a restriction of C to Y , denoted C|Y .
Definition 2.12. Let T = (X,D,C) be a TCSP and Y ⊆ X. Let A be an
assignment {Y1 = y1, . . . , Yk = yk} that assigns a value to every variable in
Y . We say that assignment A is locally consistent, if it satisfies all constraints
from C|Y (i.e. all constraints from C applicable to Y )
Definition 2.13. We say that a TCSP is decomposable, if every locally con-
sistent assignment to any subset of variables can be extended to a solution
of the TCSP.
If a temporal network is decomposable, then we may construct a solution
without backtracking. If value of every variable is chosen with regard to
previous assignments, then decomposability guarantees that it will be also
possible to find a consistent value for the rest of the unassigned variables.
2.3.2 Simple temporal problem
Definition 2.14. Simple temporal problem (or simple temporal network,
STP or STN for short) is a tuple (X,D,C) where X is a set of variab-
les X1, . . . Xn, D is a set of domains for these variables and C is a set of
constraints. Each constraint Tij restricts permissible values for the distance
Xj −Xi to be in interval [aij, bij]. Formally, it represents constraint
aij ≤ Xj −Xi ≤ bij
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It is easy to see that STP is a special case of binary TCSP in which every
constraint specifies a single interval [aij, bij]. In the constraint graph for an
STP, every edge is labeled with exactly one interval.
The following example is a simplified version of Example 2.3, that can be
represented using STN.
Example 2.4. John goes to work by car for 30-40 minutes and Fred goes to
work in a carpool for 40-50 minutes. Today John left home between 7:10 and
7:20 and Fred arrived at work between 8:00 and 8:10. John arrived at work
about 10-20 minutes after Fred left home.
The constraint graph of the temporal network for Example 2.4 is on Figure
2.2.
Figure 2.2: Constraint graph for Example 2.4
Solving an STP amounts to solving the following set of linear inequalities:
Xj −Xi ≤ bij for every Tij
Xi −Xj ≤ −aij for every Tij
A set of linear inequalities can be solved for example using the (exponential)
simplex method. However, the special class of linear inequalities charac-
terizing the STP admits a simpler solution. The inequalities are given a
convenient graph representation, to which a shortest path algorithm can be
applied.
Definition 2.15 (Distance graph). Let T be an STP and let G = (V,E)
be its constraint graph. We say that a directed edge-weighted graph Gd =
(V,Ed) is a distance graph of T if it has the same set of nodes as G and if for
every edge in E there are two (directed) edges in Ed. Edge i→ j is labeled
by weight cij, representing linear inequality Xj −Xi ≤ cij.
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An example of distance graph is on Figure 2.3
Figure 2.3: Distance graph for Example 2.4
Consider a path from i to j in distance graph Gd, Pij = (i0, i1, . . . , ik),
where i0 = i and ik = j. Edges on the path represent a set of inequalities
Xi1 −Xi0 ≤ ci0i1
Xi2 −Xi1 ≤ ci1i2
. . .
Xik −Xik−1 ≤ cik−1ik
The sum of these inequalities yields
Xik −Xi0 ≤
k∑
j=1
cij−1ij
Thus, the path Pij induces a new constraint on distance Xj −Xi
Xj −Xi ≤
k∑
j=1
cij−1ij
It is clear, that intersection of induced constraints over all paths from i
to j is
Xj −Xi ≤ dij
where dij is the length of the shortest path from i to j.
Based on this observation, the following condition on consistency of an
STP can be established.
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Theorem 2.1. An STP is consistent if and only if its distance graph contains
no negative cycles.
Proof. Suppose that there is a negative cycle, consisting of nodes i1, . . . , ik =
i1. Summing the inequalities along the cycle yields Xi1 − Xi1 < 0, which
cannot be satisfied.
Conversely, if there is no negative cycle in distance graph, then the shor-
test path between each pair of nodes is well-defined. For any pair of nodes,
i and j, the shortest paths satisfy d0j ≤ d0i + cij and thus
d0j − d0i ≤ cij
Hence the tuple (d01, d02, . . . , d0n) is a solution of the STP.
Definition 2.16. Let T be an STP and let Gd be its distance graph. A
complete graph on the same set of nodes as Gd, where every edge i→ j is
labeled with dij — the length of the shortest path from i to j in Gd — is
called d-graph of T .
Definition 2.17. Let T be an STP and let G be its d-graph. An STP M
is called d-graph-induced from T , if it has the same set of variables and its
temporal constraints are defined as:
Mij = [−dji, dij]
(where dij is the weight of edge i→ j in d-graph).
A few trivial consequences of the Definition 2.17 are:
• T and M are equivalent (i.e. they are just different formulations of the
same problem)
• M ⊆ T (constraints in M are tighter than constraints in T )
• d-graph of T is both distance graph and d-graph of M
Theorem 2.2 (Decomposability). Let T be a consistent STP and M its
d-graph-induced STP. M is decomposable.
Theorem 2.2 provides an efficient algorithm for assembling a solution to
a given STP T . First we construct the d-graph-induced network M . Then
we simply assign to each variable any value that satisfies the constraints in
M relative to previous assignments (starting with X0 = 0). Decomposability
guarantees that such a value can always be found, regardless of the order of
assignment. Since M and T are equivalent, solution of M is also a solution
of T .
A second by-product of decomposability is that the domains and con-
straints in M are minimal.
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Corollary 2.3. Let T be a consistent STP. The set of feasible values for
variable Xi (or minimal domain of Xi) is [−di0, d0i] (dij is the weight of edge
i→ j in d-graph of T ).
Proof. According to Theorem 2.2, the assignment X0 = 0 can be extended
by assigning any value v ∈ [−di0, d0i] to Xi. This assignment can be extended
to a full solution. Thus, v is a feasible value.
Corollary 2.4. Let T be a consistent STP and M its d-graph-induced STP.
M is minimal network equivalent with T .
The proof of Corollary 2.4 can be found in [8].
Consider the distance graph of Figure 2.3. Since there are no negative
cycles, the corresponding STP is consistent. The shortest path distances (or
weights of edges in d-graph) dij are shown in table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Shortest path distances for distance graph of Figure 2.3
0 1 2 3 4
0 0 20 50 30 70
1 -10 0 40 20 60
2 -40 -30 0 -10 30
3 -20 -10 20 0 50
4 -60 -50 -20 -40 0
The minimal domains are: 10 ≤ X1 ≤ 20; 40 ≤ X2 ≤ 50; 20 ≤ X3 ≤ 30;
60 ≤ X4 ≤ 70.
The minimal equivalent network M is given in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Minimal network corresponding to Figure 2.3
0 1 2 3 4
0 [0] [10, 20] [40, 50] [20, 30] [60, 70]
1 [-20, -10] [0] [30, 40] [10, 20] [50, 60]
2 [-50, -40] [-40, -30] [0] [-20, -10] [20, 30]
3 [-30, -20] [-20, -10] [10, 20] [0] [40, 50]
4 [-70, -60] [-60, -50] [-30, -20] [-50, -40] [0]
The d-graph of an STP can be constructed by applying Floyd-Warshall’s
all-pairs-shortest-paths algorithm to the distance graph. It is listed as Al-
gorithm 2.3. The algorithm runs in time O(n3), and detects negative cycles
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simply by examining the sign of the diagonal elements dii. Therefore it con-
stitutes a polynomial time algorithm for determining the consistency of an
STP, and for computing both the minimal domains and the minimal network.
Once d-graph is available, assembling a solution requires only O(n2) time,
because each successive assignment needs to be checked against previous as-
signments and is guaranteed to remain unaltered. Thus, finding a solution
can be achieved in O(n3) time.
Algorithm 2.3 All-pairs-shortest-paths algorithm
for i := 1 to n do
dii ← 0
for i, j := 1 to n do
dij ← cij
for k := 1 to n do
for i, j := 1 to n do
dij ← min(dij, dik + dkj)
if i = j ∧ dii < 0 then
fail
2.4 Advanced algorithms for temporal net-
works
There are many enhancements of reasoning on STP available. The Floyd-
Warshall’s algorithm introduced in section 2.3.2 can be replaced by Johnson’s
algorithm [6], which works faster on sparse networks.
Interesting enhancements are available for triangulated networks. One ap-
proach in this category is Partial Path Consistency introduced in [3]. State-
of-the-art solver ∆STP introduced in [18] is further improved by P 3C in
[14]. A method exploiting tree-decomposition structure of triangulated STN
is given in [4]
If it is enough to ensure consistency of the temporal network, directed
path consistency can be used [7].
An efficient algorithm for compiling and dynamically scheduling TCSPs
is introduced in [16].
Chapter 3
Related works
This chapter presents the existing works in two fields from which our work
derives. The first section describes works that concern themselves with inte-
gration of planning and scheduling. Emphasis of this section is on introducing
so called energy precedence constraint, which is used in later chapters.
3.1 Integrating planning and scheduling
This work aspires to contribute into a field that receives a lot of attention in
Artificial Intelligence research recently — integration of planning and sche-
duling.
Planning traditionally concerns itself with finding out what actions need
to be executed in order to achieve specified objectives. It focuses on causal
links between the activities and — being difficult enough as it is — leaves
aside the issues of optimization or handling of temporal and resource con-
straints. Scheduling, on the other hand, expects that there is a fixed set of
activities and that they need to be allocated on limited resources and exe-
cuted in limited time. The scheduler finds such an allocation of activities
to resources and such start times for activities that all given restrictions are
honored.
Authors of [10] point out the following practical needs related to actions,
problem states and resources that traditional approaches to planning do not
meet:
• Non-instantaneous duration of actions — planning systems assume that
all actions have the same duration and they are instantaneous. This is
clearly not true for real problems.
• Action effect persistence — although planning systems work with infi-
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nite persistence (an effect is held until another action removes it), the
effects do not always behave this way in real situations. For instance,
in the action of boiling some water, the effect of ’hot water’ has fi-
nite persistence. In these cases, it becomes necessary to add explicit
constraints to represent this kind of persistence.
• Ordering constraints in action abstract contexts — although planners
can manage the execution order of the actions (causal links), this kind
of order is only qualitative and quite simple. Nevertheless, in more
abstract macro-actions, more complex qualitative constraints, such as
overlaps, starts,finishes, equal, etc., and metric constraints among ac-
tions can appear.
• Temporal constraints over problem states — planning systems only deal
with obtaining the sequence of actions to achieve the goal. However,
they do not consider the instant of time when each action is going to
be executed or when a state is achieved. Moreover, constraints over
the execution of the entire plan, such as due dates which appear in real
problems, are also not considered.
• Shared resource management — many of the conflicts among actions
that appear during the planning process are due to the non-simultaneous
use of shared resources. Since usual planners do not have the necessary
knowledge to manage resource availability, they use artificial strate-
gies (such as mutual exclusion relationships, mutexes in Graphplan)
to avoid the non simultaneous use of each resource. However, explicit
resource management becomes necessary to guarantee the allocation
of resources (taking into account constraints on their availability and
usage) and to allow us to optimize their usage. For instance, it may be
necessary to allocate the resources to be used only during the morning
because it implies a lower cost or because they are available only during
that period of time.
Besides guaranteeing the plan correctness (i.e. that the correct actions
in the correct order have been chosen), it is necessary to guarantee that it is
executable (satisfying all the problem constraints and resource availability)
and its optimality (optimizing due time, costs, etc). The latter problems
can be addressed with scheduling and historically, the first two approaches
to a unified planning and scheduling problem were the sequential approach
of planning and scheduling and the temporal planning approach [10].
The sequential approach simply divides the solving process into two stages.
First, the planner finds activities needed to complete the objective and then
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the scheduler makes sure that all problem constraints are satisfied. The main
problems of this approach are lack of global optimization criterion (the two
processes work separately and do not cooperate) and overload on planning
and scheduling process (the planner may produce plans that are not feasible,
and thus several iterations of the whole process may be necessary until it is
possible to create a schedule for the plan) [10].
Temporal planning approach means that a simple temporal reasoning
module is included in the planner. Planners of this kind are called temporal
planners and they are able to deal with temporal information and/or to
reason on resources. This approach has two important drawbacks [10]:
• The temporal reasoning of the temporal planner is adequate but limi-
ted. The produced plans are executable, but may not be optimal or
efficient
• It becomes difficult to determine when the system is planning or sche-
duling. The process is a mixture of planning and scheduling and there-
fore it is difficult to define common heuristic criteria to improve the
performance of the system.
Integrated planning and scheduling is an approach that receives a lot of
attention in research recently. It elevates many shortcomings of the previous
two methods. In this approach, planner and scheduler cooperate on par-
tial stages during the solving process. Unfeasible plans are quickly excluded
from the search space, improving the overall performance of the whole sys-
tem. Since planner and scheduler are still separate entities in this approach,
traditional heuristic criteria can be applied to improve performance of the
system.
3.2 Integrating planning with constraint-based
scheduling
Focus of this work is on integration of planning with constraint-based sche-
duling. As we have shown in Section 2.2, the scheduling problem can be
naturally modelled using CSP.
Recall that location of activity A in time is represented using variables SA
(start time), EA (end time or completion time) and pA (duration or processing
time) and that these three variables are bound by constraint SA + pA = EA.
One of the ways in which the scheduler can provide useful information to
the planner is by removing unfeasible values from domains of variables used
to represent the problem (domain pruning). When discussing the filtering
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rules, we often need to refer to bounds of domain of a variable. Generally, if
V is a variable, the lower bound of its domain is denoted as V min and upper
bound of its domain as V max.
We shall often use the following values:
• SminA is minimum of domain of SA, also called earliest start time of A
• SmaxA is maximum of domain of SA, also called latest start time of A
• EminA is minimum of domain of SA, also called earliest completion time
of A
• EmaxA is maximum of domain of SA, also called latest completion time
of A
Traditional pruning methods in constraint-based scheduling
The effective domain pruning is one of the most important aspects of efficient
constraint-solving procedures. We shall briefly introduce classical techniques
used to prune domains of variables in constraint-based scheduling and we
shall explain why they are not suitable for integrated planning and schedu-
ling.
One classical pruning technique is called timetabling and is applicable
to reservoir resources. It computes the minimal resource usage for every
time instant t, creating an aggregated demand profile [13]. This profile is
maintained during the search and is used to restrict the domains of the start
and end times of activities by removing time instants that would necessarily
lead to an over-consumption or over-production of the resource.
The main advantage of timetabling is its relative simplicity and its low
algorithmic complexity. However, it propagates nothing until the time win-
dows of activities become so small that some time instants are necessarily
covered by some activity. This means that unless some strong commitments
on the time windows of activities are made early in the search, this technique
is not able to propagate efficiently.
Another pruning method, called disjunctive constraint, is usable only on
unary (disjunctive) resources [9]. This algorithm analyzes each pair of acti-
vities A, B requiring the same unary resource. Whenever the current time
bounds of activities are such that SmaxA < E
min
B , it deduces that, as acti-
vity A necessarily starts before the end of activity B, it must be completely
executed before B. Thus the solver may add a new constraint EA ≤ SB.
Edge-finding techniques [5, 12] are available for both unary and discrete
resources. On a unary resource, edge-finding detects situations where a given
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activity A cannot execute after any activity in a set Ω because there would
not be enough time to execute all the activities in Ω ∪ {A} between the
earliest start time of activities in Ω and the latest end time of activities in
Ω∪{A}. When such a situation occurs, it means that A must execute before
all the activities in Ω and that implies a new upper bound for the end time
of A. This instance of edge-finding technique is often referred to as First —
meaning that activity A must be processed as the first element of set Ω∪{A}.
Similar rules allow us to detect and propagate the fact that a given acti-
vity must be processe after all activities in Ω (Last), cannot be processed
before all activities in Ω (Not First) or cannot be processed after all activi-
ties in Ω (Not Last).
This technique can also be applied (in a generalized form) to discrete
resources.
All of the pruning techniques described above (timetabling, disjunctive
constraint, edge-finding) are very effective for pure scheduling problems.
However, because they consider the absolute position of activities in time
rather than their relative position, they will not propagate until the time
windows of activities are small enough.
3.2.1 Energy precedence constraint
In [11] two new pruning techniques have been introduced: energy precedence
constraint and balance constraint. Both of them exploit existing precedence
relations between activities and both are able to prune even when time win-
dows of activities are still very large. Thus they are able to support least-
commitment strategies in planning and scheduling.
The balance constraint can be applied to a reservoir resource and it calcu-
lates lower and upper bounds of the resource level just before and just after
some resource event. These bounds can afterwards be used to deduce new
constraints or to detect inconsistencies. For a more detailed description of
balance constraint, please refer to the original article.
We shall describe the energy precedence constraint more thoroughly, be-
cause our filtering rules introduced later use it in a slightly generalized form.
Before we can proceed, we shall need a few definitions.
We can naturally extend the notion of earliest start time, latest start
time, etc. to a set of activities Ω:
• SminΩ = min{SminA |A ∈ Ω} is earliest start time of Ω
• SmaxΩ = max{SmaxA |A ∈ Ω} is latest start time of Ω
• EminΩ = min{EminA |A ∈ Ω} is earliest completion time of Ω
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• EmaxΩ = max{EmaxA |A ∈ Ω} is latest completion time of Ω
The energy precedence constraint is defined on discrete resources only
and it is defined only when there are some precedence relations between
scheduled activities. The precedence A B means that A must be processed
completely before B. If A is an activity and Ω ⊆ {X|X  A} is a subset of
activities that are constrained to execute before A, then the resource must
provide enough energy to execute all activities in Ω between the earliest start
time of Ω and SminA .
Suppose that Q denotes the maximal capacity of the discrete resource
over time and that qA is resource consumption of activity A. For simplicity
we assume that both qA and pA are known constants (even though in a more
general approach we could treat them as decision variables, see [11]). Then
the energy precedence constraint for activity A and set Ω is formally defined
as:
SminA ≥ SminΩ +
∑
B∈Ω(qB · pB)
Q
A symmetrical rule can be used to find the latest completion time EmaxA
by considering the subsets that must execute after A (Ω ⊆ {X|A X}).
EmaxA ≤ EmaxΩ −
∑
B∈Ω(qB · pB)
Q
3.2.2 Filtering rules based on energy precedence con-
straint
In [2] authors propose a set of incremental propagation rules in which pruning
of time windows is based on energy precedence constraint for unary resources.
Since our work uses a very similar approach, the next paragraphs describe
their approach in greater detail.
The paper addresses the problem of allocating n activities to a single
disjunctive resource. It assumes that every activity has a corresponding
time window in which it must be executed and that there are precedence
constraints defined between the activities.
The activities are allowed to be optional, which means that it is not
known in advance, whether the activities are allocated to the resource or
not. Optional activity has one of three states. Either it is valid, in which
case it must be included in the final schedule; or it is invalid, in which case
it cannot be included in the final schedule; or it is undecided, in which case
it is not yet decided whether it will be included in the final schedule or not.
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Optional activities are useful for modeling alternative resources for the
activities (an optional activity is used for each alternative resource and ex-
actly one optional activity becomes valid) or for modeling alternative pro-
cesses to accomplish a job (each process may consist of a different set of
activities) [2].
To model optional activities, a decision variable validA is introduced for
every activity A. The value of this variable is 1 if the corresponding activity
is valid, 0 if the activity is invalid and {0, 1} if the activity is undecided.
The paper introduces a set of filtering rules, that may be separated into
two groups: the rules updating the precedence graph and the rules prun-
ing the time windows. The precedence graph is a structure representing
precedence relations between activities. All filtering rules have access to this
structure and may exploit the information it provides.
The first set of rules is responsible for keeping the precedence graph tran-
sitively closed, the second set of rules prunes time windows of activities using
various methods, including the energy precedence constraint.
The paper considers activity allocation to a unary resource, where pro-
cessing times of activities are known in advance. For this case the formulation
of energy precedence constraint can be simplified. First, we may define a no-
tion of processing time of a set of activities as
pΩ =
∑
A∈Ω
pA
Since the resource capacity Q = 1 and consumption of activities qA = 1, we
may rewrite the energy precedence constraint for unary resource as
SminA ≥ SminΩ + pΩ
where Ω ⊆ {X|X  A∧ validX = 1} is a subset of valid activities that must
be processed before A. Note that we must take validity into consideration
when optional activities are allowed.
During reasoning on optional activities, it is important to distinguish
which activities may influence other activities. In general, undecided acti-
vities should not influence other (non-invalid) activities, but they can be
influenced by others. Whenever the constraints concerning an undecided
activity become inconsistent, the search is not ended with failure; the acti-
vity is declared invalid instead. Invalid activities and any constraints tied to
them may be completely ignored, because they will not appear in the final
schedule.
When using the energy precedence constraint to prune the time window
of activity A, we must consider all subsets Ω of valid activities that must be
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processed before A. The integrated constraint over all such subsets may be
written as:
SminA ≥ max{SminΩ + pΩ|Ω ⊆ {X|X  A ∧ validX = 1}
Similar integrated constraint may be deduced for latest completion time:
EmaxA ≤ min{EmaxΩ − pΩ|Ω ⊆ {X|A X ∧ validX = 1}
As shown in [2], the value of SminA based on energy precedence constraint
can be calculated in time O(n.log n) where n is number of activities using
the procedure listed as Algorithm 3.1.
Algorithm 3.1 est(A) — calculates earliest start time of activity A based
on energy precedence constraint
dur ← 0
end← inf
for all Y ∈ {X|X  A∧ validX = 1} in non-increasing order of SminY do
dur ← dur + pY
end← max(end, SminY + dur)
The value of EmaxA can be calculated in a symmetrical way in time O(n.log n).
Chapter 4
Basic concepts
4.1 The Problem
In this work we address the problem of allocating n activities to m unary
resources. Every activity has an associated start time SA, processing time pA
and resource on which it should be allocated resA. We assume that activities
are not interruptible — once they start, they occupy their resource until they
are completed.
Recall that unary (or disjunctive) resource is a resource where activities
cannot overlap in time. This means that for any two activities A, B that
must be allocated to the same resource either A must be processed completely
before B starts or vice versa. Formally, the following condition must hold:
(resA = resB)⇒ (SA + pA ≤ SB ∨ SB + pB ≤ SA)
We assume that every activity has a time window in which it must be
executed. Time window [RA, DA] specifies that activity A cannot start before
RA (release time) and must finish before DA (deadline). Formally:
RA ≤ SA ≤ DA − pA
We allow simple temporal constraints between activities. Temporal con-
straint A
[L,U ]−−−−→B means that activity B must start at least L and at most U
time units after A has started. Formally:
L ≤ SB − SA ≤ U
Note that the time window is also a kind of temporal constraint — it
restricts start time of an activity with regard to a fixed point in time. If
we introduce a special “starting activity” S that represents this fixed point,
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has processing time pS = 0 and start time SS = 0, then we can rewrite time
window constraints as
RA ≤ SA − SS ≤ DA − pA
In other words, we can model time window [RA, DA] as a temporal constraint
between S and A: S
[RA,DA−pA]−−−−−−−−−−−→A.
Just like authors of [2], we also allow some activities to be optional. For
optional activities it is not known in advance whether they will be allocated
to their resource (i.e. included in the final schedule). Optional activities can
be either valid (when they are known to be included in the schedule), invalid
(when they are known not to be included in the schedule) or undecided (when
it is not known if activity will be included in the schedule).
We are looking for such an assignment of start times to activities, that
activities allocated to one resource do not overlap in time and that all tempo-
ral constraints are satisfied. Such an assignment is a solution of our problem.
When there are some undecided activities in the problem, it cannot be
solved in the above sense. However, it is possible to provide a partial solution
consisting of:
• A list of undecided activities that cannot be part of any solution (and
thus must be treated as invalid).
• For every non-invalid activity a list of time points, in which it cannot
start.
Such a partial solution can be used by a superior system (e.g. a planner)
to make the decisions. The filtering rules that we propose are able to provide
approximations of these partial solutions.
4.2 Temporal graph without optional nodes
In [2] and [11] authors used a structure called precedence graph to represent
precedence relations between the activities. We use a similar structure (called
temporal graph) to represent temporal relations between activities.
Activities A1, . . . , An and temporal constraints between these activities
define a simple temporal problem T = (X,D,C), where
1. X = (SA1 , . . . , SAn)
2. D = {DA1 , . . . , DAn} and DAi = [inf, sup] is domain for variable SAi
3. C is a set of temporal constraints between pairs of activities
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Every solution of T provides an assignment of start times to activities A1, . . . , An,
which respects the temporal constraints between the activities, but which
may not respect the fact that activities are allocated to unary resources.
First we define a notion of temporal graph without optional variables.
This structure can be used to represent a simple temporal problem induced
by temporal constraints between a set of activities. Then we introduce a
notion of simple temporal problem with optional variables and the temporal
graph with optional nodes. These are used to represent temporal constraints
between a set of optional activities.
Definition 4.1 (Temporal graph without optional nodes). Temporal graph
without optional nodes is a complete directed edge-weighted graph, where
nodes represent start times of activities and weights of edges represent tem-
poral constraints between them. If Ai and Aj are activities, then they are
represented by nodes i and j in the temporal graph and weight of edge
i→ j is denoted as dij. Edges i→ j and j → i represent temporal constraint
A
[−dji,dij ]−−−−−−−−→
i Aj, i.e. an inequality:
−dji ≤ SAj − SAi ≤ dij
For every node i, edge i→ i is also present in the graph.
When we speak about the “temporal graph” in this section, we always
mean the “temporal graph without optional nodes”.
Note that the semantics of edge weights is the same as in distance graph
(see Definition 2.15). In fact, the temporal graph is always a distance graph
of the STP it represents. When the constraints defined by the temporal
graph are minimal, it is also a d-graph (see Definition 2.16) of the STP it
represents. In such a case we say that the temporal graph is minimal.
Definition 4.2. Let G be a temporal graph. Let Pij be path i = i0, i1, . . . , in =
j from node i to node j. Length (or accumulated weight) of Pij is defined as
dPij =
n∑
k=1
dik−1ik
Definition 4.3. We say that edge i→ j in the temporal graph is minimal
if for every path Pij from i to j
dij ≤ dPij
We say that the temporal graph is minimal if its every edge is minimal.
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Intuitively, a temporal graph is minimal if every edge i→ j is labeled
with the length of the shortest path from i to j. It is easy to see that the
temporal graph is d-graph of STP it represents if and only if it is minimal.
Theorem 4.1. Temporal graph G is minimal, if and only if inequality
dij ≤ dik + dkj (4.1)
holds for every three nodes i, j, k.
Proof. If G is minimal, then the inequality (4.1) trivially holds for every
i, j, k.
For the other implication, suppose that the inequality (4.1) holds for every
i, j, k. We will show by induction on the number of nodes in path, that every
edge i→ j in G is minimal. Consider a path P 3ij from i to j, that contains
three nodes i, j, k. The inequality
dij ≤ dP 3ij = dik + dkj
trivially holds (from inequality (4.1)). Now suppose (for induction) that for
every path P n−1ij that contains (n− 1) nodes, the inequality
dij ≤ dPn−1ij
holds for every i, j. Let P nij = (i = i1, i2, . . . , j = in) be a path from i to j
that contains n nodes. Then
dij ≤ dii2 + di2j ≤ dii2 + dPn−1i2j = dPnij
proves the induction step. The first inequality follows from (4.1) and the
second inequality follows from induction hypothesis. The third inequality
follows from the fact that the lenght of a path from i to j can be calculated
as lentgh of edge i→ i2 plus the length of a path from i2 to j.
We can represent different STPs (on the same set of activities) using
the same temporal graph by adjusting weights of edges. When weight dij
is decreased, then the temporal constraint between nodes i and j becomes
more strict. When the weight is increased, the temporal constraint becomes
more relaxed.
We shall use the temporal graph to represent temporal constraints be-
tween a set of activities during constraint-based scheduling. During the
reasoning we shall deduce new temporal constraints (e.g. by considering
relative positions of activities and resource restrictions). The search proce-
dure looking for the final schedule will also introduce new constraints in order
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reduce domains of all variables to singletons. Both of these changes make
the temporal constraints more strict and thus are manifested as the decrease
of weights of some edges in the temporal graph. Weights of edges in the
temporal graph are never increased during the constraint reasoning. This
observation becomes important in Section 6.1, where we create a constraint
model for the temporal graph.
4.3 STP with optional variables
We allow activities to be optional — every activity is either valid, invalid or
undecided. Valid activities are always included in the final schedule, invalid
activities are always excluded from it and undecided activities may end up
either way. We introduce a notion of simple temporal problem with optional
variables, which will be a formal basis for our reasoning on the temporal
constraints between a set of optional activities.
Definition 4.4. Simple temporal problem with optional variables (STPOV)
is pair (S,M) where S is a simple temporal problem (without optional va-
riables) and M is a mapping that labels every variable of S as valid, invalid
or undecided.
The semantics of these labels is motivated by our intention to model op-
tional activities. In particular, the valid variables represent valid activities,
which are always included in the final schedule and so the variables must
respect all relevant constraints. The invalid variables represent invalid acti-
vities, which do not appear in the final schedule. Thus, the invalid variables
should be treated as nonexistent: they should not affect the other variables
in any way and do not have to obey any constraints. The undecided variables
represent undecided activities and these may or may not appear in the final
schedule. Thus undecided variables may either be treated as nonexistent, or
they may be required to respect all associated constraints.
Definition 4.5. Let T be an STPOV. We denote the set of its valid variables
as valid(T ), the set of its invalid variables as invalid(T ) and the set of its
undecided variables as undecided(T ).
The semantics of undecided variables disallows definition of a solution for
general STPOV. For this reason we distinguish two types of STPOV: those
that contain some undecided variables and those that do not. For the latter
type (called ground STPOV), it is possible to define a notion of solution that
is compatible with the notion of solution of a standard STP.
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Definition 4.6. We say that an STPOV is ground if none of its variables
are labeled as undecided.
Definition 4.7. Let T = ((X,D,C),M) be an STPOV and let Y = {Y1, . . . , Yk}
be a set of variables such that Y ⊆ X. We say that C ′ = {Tij|Xi ∈ Y ∧Xj ∈ Y }
is a restriction of C to Y , denoted C|Y .
Definition 4.8 (Solution). Let T = ((X,D,C),M) be a ground STPOV,
where X = {X1, . . . , Xn}. We say that tuple (x1, . . . , xn) is a solution of T
if the assignment
{X1 = x1, . . . , Xn = xn}
satisfies all of the temporal constraints in C|valid(T ).
A solution of a ground STPOV assigns a value to every one of its variables.
The valid variables must satisfy only the temporal constraints that involve
other valid variables. The invalid variables may be assigned arbitrary values,
but since we are not interested in their values, we require (without loss of
generality) that the invalid variables are consistently assigned a value of 0.
Note that the valid variables and the temporal constraints between them
form a simple temporal problem in which we have no reason to consider
optional variables. Thus we can associate every ground STPOV with an
STP.
Definition 4.9 (Associated STP). Let T = ((X,D,C),M) be a ground
STPOV. We say that STP T ′ = (X ′, D′, C ′) is an associated STP of T if:
• X ′ = valid(T )
• D′ is a set of corresponding domains for variables in X ′
• C ′ = C|valid(T ) is a set of constraints from T that involve only va-
riables in X ′
If T is a ground STPOV and T ′ is its associated STP, then it is clear,
that there is a one-to-one mapping between solutions of T and T ′.
Lemma 4.2. Let T be a ground STPOV and T ′ its associated STP. Then
from every solution of T we can derive a solution of T ′ and every solution of
T ′ can be extended to a solution of T . The mapping between solutions of T
and T ′ is bijective.
Proof. Obvious.
The Lemma 4.2 allows us to solve ground STPOV with algorithms de-
signed to solve STP.
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Definition 4.10 (Consistency). We say that a ground STPOV is consistent
if it has at least one solution.
Corollary 4.3. A ground STPOV is consistent if and only if its associated
STP is consistent.
Proof. Trivial consequence of Lemma 4.2 and Definition 2.6.
We do not define the notion of a solution of a non-ground STPOV. In-
stead, we consider every non-ground STPOV to be a “generalization” of a
set of ground STPOV.
Definition 4.11. Let T = (S,M) be an STPOV. Let M ′ be a mapping,
such that it labels every variable of S as valid or invalid, and that
(M(Xi) 6= undecided)⇒ (M(Xi) = M ′(Xi))
holds for every i. Then STPOV T ′ = (S,M ′) is called an instance of T .
Thus, T ′ is instance of T if T ′ is ground and if they differ only in labels
of variables in undecided(T ).
Definition 4.12. Let T be an STPOV. We denote the set of all instances of
T as inst(T ) = {T ′|T ′ is instance of T}
Definition 4.13. Let T and T ′ be a pair of ground STPOV on the same set
of variables. We say that T and T ′ are equivalent if they have the same set
of solutions, i.e. if the following equivalence holds:
x is a solution of T ⇔ x is a solution of T ′
Definition 4.14. Let T and T ′ be a pair of non-ground STPOV on the same
set of variables. We say that T and T ′ are equivalent if for every U ∈ inst(T )
such that U = (S,M) and for every U ′ ∈ inst(T ′) such that U ′ = (S ′,M ′)
the following implication holds:
(M = M ′)⇒ (x is a solution of U ⇔ x is a solution of U ′)
We may define consistency of a non-ground STPOV through its instances.
Definition 4.15. We say that a non-ground STPOV is consistent if at least
one T ′ ∈ inst(T ) is consistent.
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Thus, we consider a non-ground STPOV consistent, if there exists such an
instantiation of its undecided variables, that it produces a consistent ground
STPOV.
It is possible to extend the definition of constraint graph and distance
graph (see Section 2.3) to include optional nodes. These graphs can repre-
sent STPOV, just like the constraint graph and the distance graph without
optional nodes represent a classical STP.
Definition 4.16. Let G be a graph with optional nodes. We say that cycle
i1, . . . , ik = i1 is unbreakable, if all of its nodes are valid.
Theorem 4.4. An STPOV is consistent if and only if its distance graph
contains no unbreakable negative cycles.
Proof. Let us first consider a case when T is a ground STPOV. Let T ′ be an
STP associated with T . The following statements are equivalent:
1. The distance graph of T contains no unbreakable negative cycles.
2. The distance graph of T ′ contains no negative cycles.
3. T ′ is consistent.
4. T is consistent.
Equivalence (1) ⇔ (2) is trivial consequence of Definition 4.9. Equivalence
(2) ⇔ (3) follows from Theorem 2.1. Equivalence (3) ⇔ (4) follows from
Corollary 4.3. Equivalence (1)⇔ (4) is what we need to prove.
Now let us consider a case when T is non-ground. A non-ground STPOV
is consistent iff there is some consistent S ∈ inst(T ). If there is no unbreak-
able negative cycle in T , then S ∈ inst(T ) such that all undecided variables
of T are invalid in S also does not contain unbreakable negative cycle and
thus S is consistent. Conversely, if there is a ground STPOV S ∈ inst(T )
such that it is consistent, then it cannot contain unbreakable negative cycle
and thus T cannot contain unbreakable negative cycle either, because it does
not have more valid variables than S.
If an STPOV is inconsistent, all S ∈ inst(T ) are also inconsistent. Theo-
rem 4.4 allows us to detect inconsistency for all S ∈ inst(T ) by looking for
unbreakable negative cycles in the distance graph of T . It also allows us to
detect undecided variables that must be invalid in every consistent instance
of T .
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Corollary 4.5. Let T be an STPOV, let T ′ be an STPOV that has the
same variables and constraints as T . Suppose that all variables except Xi are
labeled in the same manner in both problems and that variable Xi is undecided
in T and invalid in T ′. If there is a negative cycle i = i0, i1, . . . , ik = i in
distance the graph of T such that i1, . . . , ik−1 are all valid, then T and T ′ are
equivalent.
Proof. We have to show T and T ′ have the same set of consistent instances
and that the corresponding consistent instances have the same sets of solu-
tions.
To show that T and T ′ have the same set of consistent instance it is suffi-
cient to show that the instances of T in which Xi is valid are all inconsistent.
However, if Xi is valid then the cycle i = i0, i1, . . . , ik = i is unbreakable
and consequently (by Theorem 4.4) the instances in which Xi is valid are
inconsistent.
Since the temporal constraints are the same in all instances of both T
and T ′, the solution sets of corresponding consistent instances must be the
same.
Corollary 4.5 allows us to detect variables that cannot be valid in any
consistent instance of an STPOV. When we find such a variable we may
declare it invalid, thus acquiring an STPOV which is more specific (contains
less undecided variables) without losing any solutions.
Let T be an STPOV and let G be its distance graph. Edge i→ j in G
has weight cij and represents inequality Xj − Xi ≤ cij. If both i and j are
valid then this inequality must hold in all S ∈ inst(T ). If either i or j is
invalid, then the inequality is not required to hold in any S ∈ inst(T ). If
either i or j is undecided, then the inequality must hold in those instances,
where Xi and Xj are both valid.
Now consider a path from i to j in G, Pij = (i0, i1, . . . , ik), where i0 = i
and ik = j. Edges on the path represent a set of inequalities
Xi1 −Xi0 ≤ ci0i1
Xi2 −Xi1 ≤ ci1i2
. . .
Xik −Xik−1 ≤ cik−1ik
If all nodes in path Pij are valid, then these inequalities must hold in all
instances of T . In such a case we may conclude that the sum of these in-
equalities yields a constraint
Xik −Xi0 ≤
k∑
j=1
cij−1ij
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which must also hold in all instances of T . Thus, the path Pij consisting only
of valid nodes induces a new constraint on distance Xj −Xi
Xj −Xi ≤
k∑
j=1
cij−1ij (4.2)
Let us now consider a situation when Xi is undecided and all other nodes
in Pij are valid. The constraint (4.2) holds in all instances of T where Xi
is valid, because in these instances all nodes of Pij are valid. Similarly, the
constraint (4.2) is ignored in all instances of T , where Xi is invalid, just
like all the other constraints that involve Xi. The similar reasoning can be
applied when Xj is undecided or when both Xi and Xj are undecided.
This means that even if variables Xi and Xj are undecided, the path-
induced constraint (4.2) holds in all instances of T where both Xi and Xj
are valid.
Based on these observations, we define a notion of a valid path. Valid
paths are those that induce “useful” temporal constraints in an STPOV.
Definition 4.17. Let Pij be a path from i to j. We say that nodes i and j
are outer nodes of Pij, all the other nodes are its inner nodes.
Definition 4.18. Let G be a graph with optional nodes. Path Pij from i to
j in G is called valid if all of its inner nodes are valid.
Note that we consider every edge to be a valid path.
We say that edge i→ j is non-invalid if neither i nor j are invalid.
Every valid path Pij = (i0, i1, . . . , ik) induces the following constraint on
distance Xj −Xi:
Xj −Xi ≤
k∑
j=1
cij−1ij
The intersection of induced constraints over all valid paths from i to j is
Xj −Xi ≤ dij
where dij is the length of the shortest valid path from i to j.
Definition 4.19. Let T be an STPOV and let G be its distance graph. A
complete graph on the same set of nodes as G, where every non-invalid edge
i→ j is labeled with dij — the length of the shortest valid path from i to j
in G — is called d-graph of T .
Note that in the definition of d-graph of an STPOV, we require only
non-invalid edges to be labeled with the length of the shortest path.
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4.4 Temporal graph with optional nodes
Now we may extend the notion of temporal graph to include optional nodes.
Definition 4.20 (Temporal graph with optional nodes). Temporal graph
with optional nodes is the same graph as temporal graph without optional
nodes (see Definition 4.1), but every node is additionally labeled as valid,
invalid or undecided (always with regard to validity of activity it represents).
The temporal graph with optional nodes can be used to represent STPOV.
We shall represent a sequence of various STPOV on the same set of activities
by adjusting the weights of edges and by changing validity of nodes.
Typically, we decrease weights of edges in temporal graph (thus making
the temporal constraints more strict) and change undecided nodes either to
valid or invalid (thus making the STPOV more specific). These types of
changes are consistent with typical approach in constraint-based reasoning.
Definition 4.21. We say that edge i→ j in temporal graph with optional
nodes is minimal if for every valid path Pij from i to j
dij ≤ dPij
We say that temporal graph with optional nodes is minimal if its every non-
invalid edge is minimal.
The temporal graph is minimal iff it is the d-graph of the STP it repre-
sents.
Theorem 4.6. Temporal graph G is minimal, if and only if inequality
dij ≤ dik + dkj (4.3)
holds for every three nodes i, j, k such that i and j are not invalid and k is
valid.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be easily extended to consider optional
nodes and slightly different definition of minimality of the temporal graph
with optional nodes.
Chapter 5
Algorithms for temporal graph
5.1 Incremental minimality algorithms
We use the temporal graph without optional nodes to represent simple tem-
poral constraints between a set of activities. Our aim is to always keep the
temporal graph minimal (see Definition 4.21), since minimal constraints sig-
nificantly reduce the search space and when there are no optional nodes, they
even guarantee backtrack-free generation of solutions (see Theorem 2.2).
Since the temporal graph is also a distance graph of the STP it represents,
we can use Floyd-Warshall’s algorithm (Algorithm 2.3) to find the shortest
paths in the temporal graph. However, we typically deal with a situation
where the temporal graph is minimal and we decrease weight of only one
edge (or only a few edges). The Floyd-Warshall’s algorithm recalculates the
shortest paths between all nodes in the temporal graph from scratch. This
is hardly necessary since major part of the graph typically needs no update.
For this reason, we introduce an algorithm that recalculates the shortest
paths in the temporal graph more efficiently. First, we introduce a version
of this algorithm that works on a temporal graph without optional nodes.
Then we introduce an enhanced version that works on a temporal graph with
optional nodes. The enhanced version of the algorithm serves as a basis for
one of the filtering rules proposed in later chapters.
5.1.1 Temporal graph without optional nodes
In this section we do not consider optional nodes. Wherever we write “tem-
poral graph”, we mean “temporal graph without optional nodes”.
When we change the weights of edges in the temporal graph, we change
the temporal constraints of the underlying STP. The algorithms we present in
36
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this work always decrease weights in the temporal graph (and never increase
them) and thus make the temporal constraints in the temporal graph more
strict.
We distinguish two types of assignments. An equivalence-preserving as-
signment is such, that the temporal problems represented by the temporal
graph before and after the assignment are equivalent. If the assignment is
not equivalence-preserving, we say that it is equivalence-breaking.
We use equivalence-preserving assignments whenever it is necessary to
preserve the set of solutions of the underlying temporal problem and we use
equivalence-breaking assignments whenever it is necessary to introduce new
temporal constraints into the temporal graph.
For example, if the temporal graph is minimal, then any assignment de-
creasing the weight of an edge must be equivalence-breaking. If the temporal
graph is not minimal, then the assignment that decreases the weight of an
edge to the length of the shortest path between its nodes is equivalence-
preserving.
Let i and j be the nodes in the temporal graph that represent activities A
and B. The edges i→ j and j → i and their weights, dij and dji, represent
constraint −dji ≤ SB − SA ≤ dij. Suppose that we deduce (for example by
analyzing the relative positions of activities and resource constraints), that
the start times of the activities must also satisfy constraint L ≤ SB−SA ≤ U .
The constraint max(−dji, L) ≤ SB − SA ≤ min(dij, U) is an intersection of
the original and the deduced constraint. The following assignments update
edges i→ j and j → i to represent the new intersected constraint:
dij ← min(dij, U)
dji ← min(dji,−L)
The procedure listed as Algorithm 5.1 assumes, that it works with a
minimal temporal graph. It decreases the weight of edge i→ j to a new value
and updates the weights of other edges as necessary to make the temporal
graph minimal again.
We will show that Algorithm 5.1 is correct, always finishes and detects
negative cycles.
Definition 5.1. Let G be a temporal graph. If G contains no negative cycles
after the weight of edge i→ j is decreased, we say that the weight has been
consistently decreased.
Proposition 5.1. If Algorithm 5.1 consistently decreases value of dij in a
minimal temporal graph G, then G is minimal after the algorithm finishes.
All assignments inside the while-loop are equivalence-preserving.
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Algorithm 5.1 Decrease weight of i→ j to w
1: Q← ∅
2: if dij > w then
3: dij ← w
4: enqueue(Q, i→ j)
5: while Q is not empty do
6: (i→ j)← dequeue(Q)
7: if i = j ∧ dii < 0 then
8: return failure
9: for k := 1 to n do
10: if dik > dij + djk then
11: dik ← dij + djk
12: enqueue(Q, i→ k)
13: if dkj > dki + dij then
14: dkj ← dki + dij
15: enqueue(Q, k → j)
Proof. Temporal graph G was minimal before the algorithm begins and thus
all the triangles (subgraphs on three nodes) of G are minimal (by Theorem
4.1). After weight dij is decreased by the assignment dij ← w on line 3, some
triangles that contain edge i→ j may no longer be minimal. Particularly,
the inequalities dik ≤ dij + djk and dkj ≤ dki + dij may no longer hold for
some k. The algorithm checks whether these inequalities hold for every k
(lines 10 and 13) and if they do not, then the proper weights are decreased
accordingly by the assignments on lines 11 and 14. When the for-loop ends,
every triangle i, j, k is minimal.
Every assignment that decreases weight of an edge in G may cause some
triangles that contain the edge to become non-minimal. Thus, by restoring
minimality in one triangle, the algorithm may break the minimality in up
to n other triangles. This problem is solved by adding all the edges whose
weight was decreased into Q. In subsequent iterations of the while-loop,
these edges are removed from Q and processed in the same manner as edge
i→ j (i.e. minimality of every triangle that contains the edge is restored).
If Q is empty, the algorithm ends. We will show that if this happens, all
the triangles in G are minimal (and consequently G is minimal, see Theorem
4.1). Suppose for contradiction that the algorithm has ended and there is a
triangle that is not minimal, say a, b, c. Without loss of generality
dac > dab + dbc
is the inequality that breaks the minimality. The triangle a, b, c was minimal
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before the algorithm began, and so either dab or dbc had to be decreased by
the algorithm. Consider the last assignment that decreased either dab or dbc.
Without loss of generality, suppose that this last assignment decreased dab.
After the assignment, edge a→ b is inserted into Q. Since the algorithm has
ended, the queue Q must be empty and so some iteration of the while-loop
must have processed the edge a→ b. During this processing, the triangle
a, b, c for every c is made minimal and so dac ≤ dab+dbc. The weights dab and
dbc cannot be decreased by any later iterations of the while-loop (because we
considered the last assignment). Thus the inequality dac ≤ dab + dbc holds
after the algorithm finishes, which is a contradiction with the assumption of
non-minimality.
What remains to prove is that the assignments that restore minimality are
equivalence-preserving. Without loss of generality, consider the assignment
dik ← dij + djk
The weight dik represents constraint SAj − SAi ≤ dik. If an assignment
decreases value of dik, the set of feasible values for distance SAj − SAi can
be reduced, which would mean that the assignment is equivalence-breaking.
We will show that in this case it is not so.
Consider the path i→ j, j → k. Weights of edges on this path represent
the following constraints:
SAj − SAi ≤ dij
SAk − SAj ≤ djk
The sum of these inequalities yields:
SAk − SAi ≤ dij + djk
Thus, decreasing value of dik to dij + djk cannot reduce the set of feasible
values for distance SAk − SAi and the assignment is equivalence-preserving.
Lemma 5.2. Let i, j and k be any three nodes in a temporal graph that
contains no negative cycles. Then:
1. There is always at least one shortest path from j to k that does not go
through edge i→ j.
2. There is always at least one shortest path from k to i that does not go
through edge i→ j.
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Proof. We prove only the first part, the proof for the second part is very
similar.
Every path from j to k going through edge i→ j can be expressed as
j → . . .→ i, i→ j, j → . . .→ k
where the last section of the path j → . . .→ k does not go through i→ j.
Let us exclude cycle j → . . .→ i, i→ j. What remains is a path from j to k
that is not longer than the original path (because the graph does not contain
negative cycles) and does not go through i→ j.
Corollary 5.3. If the weight of edge i→ j (dij) in the minimal temporal
graph is consistently decreased, then:
1. Edge j → k for any k remains minimal even after weight dij is de-
creased.
2. Edge k → i for any k remains minimal even after weight dij is de-
creased.
Proof. We prove only the first part, the proof for the second part is very
similar.
Edge j → k is minimal before dij is decreased. The length of the shortest
path from j to k changes after dij is decreased only if every shortest path
from j to k goes through i→ j. However, that contradicts Lemma 5.2 and
thus edge j → k remains minimal.
We have shown that the edges of the minimal temporal graph beginning
in j or ending in i remain minimal even after the weight of edge i→ j is
decreased.
Proposition 5.4. If Algorithm 5.1 consistently decreases value of dij in a
minimal temporal graph G, the algorithm finishes in at most n2 iterations of
the while-loop.
Proof. After lines 2-4 are executed, the value of dij is decreased to a new
value and the edge i→ j is the only element of queue Q. Let K be a set
of edges in G that are not minimal, K = {k → l|k → l is not minimal}. For
every k → l from K, the shortest path from k to l must go through i→ j,
because the edges were minimal before the assignment on line 3.
We know that the edges starting in j and the edges ending in i cannot
be in K (by Corollary 5.3).
We will show that for every edge k → l in K, the length of the shortest
path from k to l is dki + dij + djl. We know that the shortest path from k to
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j goes through i→ j. The shortest path from k to i has length dki, because
k → i is minimal (it is not in K). Similarly, the shortest path from j to l has
length djl, because j → l is also minimal. The shortest path from i to j is
obviously dij. Thus, the sum dki + dij + djl is the length of the shortest path
from k to l.
For the specific case of an edge i→ l in K, the length of the shortest path
from i to l is dij + djl and for the specific case of an edge k → j in K, the
length of the shortest path from k to j is dki + dij.
We will show that every non-minimal edge is removed from K by ex-
actly one assignment (i.e. that the edge is rendered minimal by exactly one
assignment).
First we will show that all edges starting in i and all edges ending in j
are removed from K in the first iteration of the while-loop.
The first iteration of the while-loop removes i→ j from Q. Then it checks
for every node k, whether the edge i→ k belongs to K (i.e. whether it is
non-minimal).
If i→ k is non-minimal, the assignment dik ← dij +djk makes it minimal
(because dij + djk is the length of the shortest path from i to k). After this
assignment, the edge i→ k is no longer in K.
The first iteration of the while-loop also checks for every node k, whether
the edge k → j belongs to K and eventually makes in minimal.
We have shown that all edges starting in i and all edges ending in j are
removed from K in the first iteration of the while-loop. Thus, after the first
iteration of the while-loop, K contains no edges that start or end in i or j.
All of the edges that were removed from K are now in the queue Q.
If Q is not empty, then every subsequent iteration removes one edge from
Q and processes it just like the first iteration processed the edge i→ j. In
these subsequent iterations, the edges that neither start nor end in i or j can
have their weight decreased by an assignment. Suppose that k → l is such
an edge. Then the assignment that changes its weight can have two forms:
dkl ← dki + dil
dkl ← dkj + djl
The former case occurs, when dkl is changed during processing of edge i→ l,
the latter case occurs when processing edge k → j. However, since dil =
dij + djl and dkj = dki + dij (these are values assigned in the first iteration of
the while-loop), both cases can be written as
dkl ← dki + dij + djl
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As we have shown before, the sum dki + dij + djl is the length of the shortest
path from k to l. Thus, the edge k → l is minimal after any of the above two
assignments.
We have proven that every edge is removed from K by one assignment.
Thus every edge of G enters queue Q at most once and thus the while-loop
has at most n2 iterations. Moreover, since 2n edges can never appear in K,
the while-loop is executed at most n2 − 2n times.
The Algorithm 5.1 is designed to decrease weight of one edge and propa-
gate this change into the rest of the temporal graph. However, its practical
use often requires that several weights are decreased and then all of these
changes are propagated into the other edges. The proof of correctness can
be easily extended for this modification, but unfortunately the proof of time
complexity no longer holds in this case.
Until now we have assumed that the Algorithm 5.1 is not forced to intro-
duce a negative cycle into G. The next proposition describes behavior of the
algorithm when a negative cycle is introduced into the temporal graph.
Proposition 5.5. If Algorithm 5.1 introduces a negative cycle into a minimal
temporal graph by decreasing the weight of edge i→ j, then the algorithm
finishes with failure after a finite number of while-loop iterations.
Proof. Let i, j, k1, . . . , kn, i be a negative cycle in temporal graph after dij is
decreased, i.e.
dij + djk1 + . . . + dkni < 0
Then the algorithm must perform (at least) the following sequence of assign-
ments:
dik1 ← dij + djk1
dik2 ← dik1 + dk1k2
. . .
dikn ← dikn−1 + dkn−1kn
dii ← dikn + dkni
The first assignment must be performed because dik1 > dij + djk1 . Indeed, if
this was not true, then dik1 ≤ dij + djk1 and
dik1 + dk1k2 + . . . + dkni ≤ dij + djk1 + . . . + dkni < 0
But that would mean that there was a negative cycle in temporal graph even
before dij was decreased, which is a contradiction.
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The second assignment must be performed because dik2 > dik1 +dk1k2 (us-
ing similar reasoning as above) and dik1 is decreased by the first assignment.
All other assignments must be performed for similar reasons, the last one
assigns the length of the negative cycle to dii. This is detected when the edge
i→ i is removed from Q and the algorithm ends with failure.
5.1.2 Temporal graph with optional nodes
In this section we present a modification of Algorithm 5.1 that works with
temporal graph with optional nodes. When we write about the “temporal
graph” in this section, we mean the “temporal graph with optional nodes”.
Algorithm 5.1 introduces a new temporal constraint into minimal tempo-
ral graph (without optional variables) and makes the graph minimal again.
We present a modification of this algorithm that introduces a new tempo-
ral constraint into temporal graph with optional variables. It is listed as
Algorithm 5.2.
Algorithm 5.2 Decrease weight of i→ j to w
Q← ∅
if dij > w then
dij ← w
enqueue(Q, i→ j)
while Q is not empty do
(i→ j)← dequeue(Q)
if i = j ∧ dii < 0 then
if i is valid then
return failure
else
make i invalid
if j is valid then
for k := 1 to n do
if k is not invalid ∧ dik > dij + djk then
dik ← dij + djk
enqueue(Q, i→ k)
if i is valid then
for k := 1 to n do
if k is not invalid ∧ dkj > dki + dij then
dkj ← dki + dij
enqueue(Q, k → j)
We will show that Algorithm 5.2 decreases the value of dij to requested
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value, always finishes and makes the temporal graph minimal (unless de-
creasing the value of dij introduces an unbreakable negative cycle into the
temporal graph, in which case the algorithm ends with failure).
Definition 5.2. Let G be a temporal graph. If G contains no unbreakable
negative cycles after the weight of edge i→ j is decreased, we say that the
weight has been consistently decreased.
Proposition 5.6. If Algorithm 5.2 consistently decreases value of dij in a
minimal temporal graph G, then G is minimal after the algorithm finishes.
All assignments inside the while-loop are equivalence-preserving.
Proof. The proof is a variation of proof of Proposition 5.1. The steps of the
proof are the same, it is sufficient to apply dual definitions and theorems for
optional variables.
Lemma 5.7. Let i, j and k be any three nodes in a temporal graph that
contains no unbreakable negative cycles.
1. There is always at least one shortest valid path from j to k that does
not go through edge i→ j.
2. There is always at least one shortest valid path from k to i that does
not go through edge i→ j.
Proof. We prove only the first part, the proof for the second part is very
similar.
Every valid path from j to k going through edge i→ j can be expressed
as:
j → . . .→ i, i→ j, j → . . .→ k
where the last section of the path j → . . .→ k does not go through i→ j.
Let us exclude cycle j → . . .→ i, i→ j. Since the path is valid, all of its
inner nodes must be valid. Thus the excluded cycle is unbreakable and what
remains is a path from j to k that is surely not longer than the original path
(because the cycle cannot be negative) and does not go through i→ j.
Corollary 5.8. If the weight of edge i→ j (dij) in the minimal temporal
graph is consistently decreased, then:
1. Every non-invalid edge j → k remains minimal even after weight dij is
decreased.
2. Every non-invalid edge k → i remains minimal even after weight dij is
decreased.
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Proof. We prove only the first part, the proof for the second part is very
similar.
Edge j → k is minimal before dij is decreased. The length of the shortest
valid path from j to k would change after dij is decreased only if every shortest
valid path from j to k goes through i→ j. However, that contradicts Lemma
5.7 and thus edge j → k remains minimal.
We have shown that non-invalid edges of minimal temporal graph be-
ginning in j or ending in i remain minimal even after weight of edge i→ j
is decreased. As before, we use this argument to prove time complexity of
Algorithm 5.2 in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.9. If Algorithm 5.2 consistently decreases value of dij in a
minimal temporal graph G, the algorithm finishes in at most n2 iterations of
the while-loop.
Proof. The proof is almost the same as for Proposition 5.4. The steps of the
proof are the same, it is sufficient to apply dual definitions and theorems for
optional variables.
Proposition 5.10. If Algorithm 5.2 introduces an unbreakable negative cycle
into a minimal temporal graph by decreasing weight of edge i→ j, then the
algorithm finishes with failure after finite number of while-loop iterations.
Proof. The proof is very similar to proof of Proposition 5.5.
Proposition 5.11. If Algorithm 5.2 introduces a negative cycle, in which all
nodes except one are valid and the remaining node is undecided, into a mi-
nimal temporal graph by decreasing weight of edge i→ j, then the algorithm
detects this cycle and breaks potential unbreakable negative cycle by declaring
the undecided node invalid.
Proof. Let k be the undecided node in the negative cycle. The path from k
to k along the negative cycle is a valid path. Thus the length of the shortest
path from k to k is negative and the algorithm will eventually assign dkk ← c,
where c is the length of the negative cycle. dkk becomes negative after this
assignment and this is eventually detected by the algorithm. Since k is
undecided, the algorithm declares it invalid.
Just like we needed a mechanism to introduce new temporal constraints
into the temporal graph, we need a mechanism that will allow superior system
to declare undecided variables either valid or invalid. When a previously
undecided variable is declared invalid, then it is not necessary to make any
additional changes in the temporal graph. When a variable becomes valid,
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then new valid paths may appear in the temporal graph and the temporal
graph may no longer be minimal.
We propose an algorithm that makes the selected node in the temporal
graph valid and ensures that the graph remains minimal.
Algorithm 5.3 Consistent validation of node k
make k valid
for i, j := 1 to n; i, j 6= k do
if i→ j is non-invalid then
dij ← min(dij, dik + dkj)
if i = j ∧ dii < 0 then
if i is valid then
return failure
else
make i invalid
Proposition 5.12. Let G be a minimal temporal graph. Algorithm 5.3 makes
node k in G valid and after the algorithm finishes, if validation of k did not
introduce unbreakable negative cycle into G, G is minimal again. Otherwise
the algorithm reports failure.
Proof. After node k becomes valid, new valid paths are introduced into G.
Assume that non-invalid edge i→ j is no longer minimal. Since it was mi-
nimal before the algorithm made k valid, the shortest path from i to j must
now go through k. The length of the shortest path from i to j is dik + dkj,
because i→ k and k → j must be minimal, as we will show later. The algo-
rithm checks every non-invalid edge in G and decreases its weight accordingly
to make it minimal. Thus G must be minimal after the algorithm finishes.
What remains to show is that all edges starting or ending in k remain
minimal even after k is made valid. First, consider edge i→ k for some i.
If it is not minimal, then all shortest paths from i to k now go through k
(because i→ j was minimal before k was valid) and dik > dPik , where Pik is
some shortest path from i to k going through k. Length of path Pij can be
expressed as
dPik = dii1 + . . . + dink + dkin+1 + . . . + din+mk ≥ dii1 + . . . + dink
And thus dik > dii1 + . . . + dink which is a contradiction with i→ k being
minimal before k was made valid. Proof for edge k → i for any i is very
similar.
Algorithm 5.3 detects and handles negative cycles in the temporal graph
in the same manner as Algorithm 5.2.
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5.2 Propagation of resource constraints
The temporal graph represents temporal constraints between a set of acti-
vities and the activities are allocated to one or more unary resources. In
Chapter 3 we introduced a notion of energy precedence constraint for unary
resources. It is a pruning technique that allows us to reduce time windows
of activities based on their relative positions.
In the temporal graph, both time windows and precedence relations are
represented by the temporal constraints. Time window of activity A is repre-
sented by the temporal constraint between A and the special starting activity
S. Specifically, the earliest start time of activity A is estA = −dAS and the
latest completion time of A is lctA = dSA + pA. The precedence relations can
also be deduced from the temporal constraints: if dAB < 0, then B  A.
Thus, we can easily design a procedure (a modification of the procedure
in Algorithm 3.1) that calculates the earliest start time of an activity based
on the energy precedence constraint. The procedure is listed as Algorithm
5.4.
Algorithm 5.4 calculate est(A) — calculates the earliest start time of acti-
vity A based on energy precedence constraint
dur ← 0
end← inf
for all Y ∈ {X|dAX < 0 ∧ validX = 1 ∧ resX = resA} in non-increasing
order of −dY S do
dur ← dur + pY
end← max(end,−dY S + dur)
return end
When the procedure finishes, the variable end contains the value of ear-
liest start time for activity A based on the energy precedence constraint. To
include this information into the temporal graph we may assign
dAS ← −calculate est(A)
We can rewrite this procedure into a form that integrates more naturally
with the temporal graph. The procedure listed as Algorithm 5.5 does the
same job as procedure in Algorithm 5.4, but it does not use inverted values
of weights in the temporal graph.
When this modified procedure finishes, the value in variable end can be
directly used as a new weight of edge A→ S:
dAS ← calculate est(A)
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Algorithm 5.5 calculate est(A) — calculates the earliest start time of acti-
vity A based on energy precedence constraint
dur ← 0
end← sup
for all Y ∈ {X|dAX < 0 ∧ validX = 1 ∧ resX = resA} in non-decreasing
order of dY S do
dur ← dur + pY
end← min(end, dY S − dur)
return end
We can calculate the latest completion time of an activity in very similar
manner.
The presented procedures calculate new temporal constraints between
activities S and A by exploiting the precedence relations between activities.
The activities that must be processed before A affect the earliest start time
of A and activities that must be processed after A affect its latest completion
time.
The presented concept can be used to calculate new temporal constraints
between any pair of activities, not just pairs with S. We propose a genera-
lization of the notion of the energy precedence constraint that is applicable
to any pair of activities.
First, we need to generalize the concept of the earliest start time and
the latest completion time. Symbol estAB represents the earliest start time
of B with regard to A. Formally, if temporal constraint between A and B
is defined as A
[L,U ]−−−−→B, then estAB = L. Symbol lct
A
B represents the latest
completion time of B with regard to A. Formally lctAB = U + pA. Note that
estAB and lct
A
B can be simply expressed in terms of temporal graph weights,
namely estAB = −dBA and lctAB = dAB + pA.
Analogically, the latest start time of activity B with regard to activity
A is lstAB = dAB and the earliest completion time of B with regard to A is
ectAB = −dBA + pA
Note that estA = est
S
A, lctA = lct
S
A, etc. The activity S plays a role of
global time reference point. In our generalized approach, any activity can be
in the role of reference point for other activities.
The introduced notation can be extended in a natural way to sets of
activities. Let A be an activity and let Ω be a set of activities, then:
• estAΩ = min{estAB|B ∈ Ω}
• lstAΩ = max{lstAB|B ∈ Ω}
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• ectAΩ = min{ectAB|B ∈ Ω}
• lctAΩ = max{lctAB|B ∈ Ω}
• pΩ =
∑{pB|B ∈ Ω}
We define the following sets of activities to simplify the notation.
Set MustBeBefore(A) contains all activities that are valid or undecided,
must be allocated to the same resource, and must start before A starts.
Formally, it is defined as follows:
MustBeBefore(A) = {B|validB 6= 0 ∧ resA = resB ∧ dAB < 0}
Set MustBeAfter(A) contains all valid or undecided activities that must
be allocated to the same resource and must start after A. Formally:
MustBeAfter(A) = {B|validB 6= 0 ∧ resA = resB ∧ dBA < 0}
Set MustBeAfterBoth(A, B) contains all valid or undecided activities that
must be allocated to the same resource as A and B and must be processed
after both A and B. If A and B are not allocated to the same resource, the
set is empty.
MustBeAfterBoth(A, B) = MustBeAfter(A) ∩MustBeAfter(B)
Set MustBeBeforeBoth(A, B) contains all valid or undecided activities
that must be allocated to the same resource as A and B and must be precessed
before both A and B. If A and B are not allocated to the same resource, the
set is empty.
MustBeBeforeBoth(A, B) = MustBeBefore(A) ∩MustBeBefore(B)
Set MustBeBetween(A, B) contains all valid or undecided activities that
must be allocated to the same resource as A and B and must be processed
after A and before B. If A and B are not allocated to the same resource, the
set is empty.
MustBeBetween(A, B) = MustBeAfter(A) ∩MustBeBefore(B)
Consider a pair of activities A, B such that A B. Let
Ω ⊆ {X|X ∈ MustBeBetween(A, B) ∧ validX = 1}}
All activities in Ω are valid and must be executed after activity A and before
activity B. Thus, if A starts in time sA, then B cannot start sooner than
sA + est
A
Ω + pΩ
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So the set Ω determines the earliest start time of B with regard to A as
estAB ← estAΩ + pΩ
If we consider all sets Ω, we get
estAB ← max{estAΩ + pΩ|Ω ⊆ {X|X ∈ MustBeBetween(A, B) ∧ validX = 1}}
Similarly, let A and B be activities such that A B and
Ω ⊆ {X|X ∈ MustBeAfterBoth(A, B) ∧ validX = 1}}
All activities in Ω are valid and executed after B, so B cannot finish later
than
lctAΩ − pΩ
Thus, the latest completion time of B with regard to A is
estAB ← lctAΩ − pΩ
For all sets Ω we get
lctAB ← min{lctAΩ− pΩ|Ω ⊆ {X|X ∈ MustBeAfterBoth(A, B)∧ validX = 1}}
These rules are a natural generalization of similar rules introduced in
Section 3.2.2. The only difference is that the role of the fixed point does not
have to be played by the activity S. The procedure that calculates estAB is
thus very similar to the procedure that calculates estB (see Algorithm 5.5).
The new procedure is listed as Algorithm 5.6.
Algorithm 5.6 calculate est(B, A) — calculates the value of dBA based on
energy precedence constraint
dur ← 0
end← sup
for all C ∈ MustBeBetween(A, B) such that validC = 1 in non-decreasing
order of dCA do
dur ← dur + pC
end← min(end, dCA − dur)
return end
Even though the procedure does not in fact calculate estAB (it calculates
the value of weight dBA = −estAB), we prefer to name it calculate est(B,A)
to emphasize the idea behind the calculation.
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Algorithm 5.7 calculate lct(A, B) — calculates the value of dAB based on
energy precedence constraint
dur ← 0
end← sup
for all C ∈ MustBeAfterBoth(A, B) such that validC = 1 in non-
decreasing order of dAC + pC do
dur ← dur + pC
end← min(end, dAC + pC − dur)
return end
A similar procedure can be used to calculate the value of lctAB, it is listed
as Algorithm 5.7.
This procedure calculates lctAB = dAB + pB.
Note that both calculate est(B,A) and calculate lct(A,B) calculate use-
ful results only when A B.
The procedure epc(A,B) listed as Algorithm 5.8 calculates the value of
dAB based on the energy precedence constraint. If B must be processed be-
fore A, then procedure calculate lct(A,B) calculates no useful result (note
though, that calculate lct(B,A) would calculate a useful result, but for
weight dBA) and thus there is no need to call it. Hence, the procedure
epc(A,B) calls only calculate est(A,B) when B  A.
Using similar reasoning, we conclude that if A must be processed before
B, then it is sufficient to call calculate lct(A,B). Since calculate lct(A,B)
returns the value of lctAB = dAB + pB, it is necessary to subtract pB from the
final result.
If the order of the activities is not determined, the energy precedence
constraint does not filter anything and the procedure returns ∞.
Algorithm 5.8 epc(A, B) — calculates the value of dAB based on energy
precedence constraint
if B ∈ MustBeBefore(A) then
return calculate est(A,B)
else if A ∈ MustBeBefore(B) then
return calculate lct(A,B)− pB
else
return ∞
Chapter 6
Propagation rules
6.1 Constraint Model
In this section we present a CSP model of the temporal graph with optional
nodes.
Every node in the temporal graph is marked either as valid, invalid or
undecided. We introduce variable validA for the node representing activity
A. Domain of variable validA is {0, 1} for undecided variables, {1} for valid
variables and {0} for invalid variables (see [2]). This choice reflects the
fact that domains of constraint satisfaction variables gradually shrink as the
solving process advances — every undecided activity must be declared either
valid or invalid before a solution can be found.
Suppose that activities A and B are represented by nodes a and b in the
temporal graph. Then edges a→ b and b→ a represent temporal constraint
between A and B. We use constraint variable DAB to represent weight dab
and variable DBA to represent weight dba. Since the temporal graph is a
complete graph (and it also contains the edge daa for every node a), we have
to use n2 variables to represent all edges in the temporal graph.
Domain of DAB contains feasible values for dab. As the reasoning pro-
gresses, dab can be decreased without limits, but it can never be increased.
Thus the lower bound of the domain is inf (negative infinity) and upper
bound is the current value of dab, i. e. domain of DAB is [inf, dab]. As reader
may know, infinite domains are generally not desirable for constraint satis-
faction solving over finite domains. This issue is addressed by one of our
propagation rules and is described later in greater detail. For now it should
suffice to say that if both A and B are valid, then this rule guarantees that
domains of both DAB and DBA are finite.
We refer to variables validA as validity variables and to variables DAB as
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temporal variables.
We denote the maximum allowed value (the upper bound of domain) of
variable V as V max and we denote the minimum allowed value (the lower
bound of domain) of variable V as V min.
6.2 Initialization
The initialization phase serves to set up the initial domains of constraint
variables. We assume that the temporal graph initially contains no temporal
constraints, i.e. that every temporal constraint represented by the temporal
graph is the universal constraint [inf, sup]. Thus, the weights of the edges in
the temporal graph are initially:
• dab = sup, for edges between every pair of nodes a 6= b.
• daa = 0
Domains of the temporal variables are thus:
• dom(DAB) = [inf, sup] for every pair of activities A and B.
• dom(DAA) = [inf, 0] for every activity A.
We also assume that all nodes in the temporal graph are initially unde-
cided. Thus, the domain of every validity variable validA is initially the set
{0, 1}.
If some temporal constraints are known in advance, they can be posted
using the rule listed as Algorithm 6.1 later in this chapter. If some activities
are initially known to be valid, it is possible to simply post the constraint
validA ← 1 for every such activity. The rule listed as Algorithm 6.3 is
triggered by this assignment and updates the temporal constraints in the
temporal graph as necessary.
6.3 Propagation rules for temporal constraints
After the initialization, the temporal graph contains no temporal constraints.
Thus, all known constraints must be explicitly posted afterwards. Recall that
to introduce a new temporal constraint into the temporal graph, weight of
i→ j and/or j → i needs to be decreased accordingly. We present the rule
in Algorithm 6.1 as a convenience for addition of new temporal constraints
(for example, it can be used by a superior system (e.g. a planner) to add a
new temporal constraint during the reasoning).
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All filtering rules are written in the form trigger → propagator. Recall
that the trigger informs the constraint solver when to execute the propagator.
For example, the rule in Algorithm 6.1 is triggered whenever the superior
system requests addition of a new temporal constraint, the propagator then
appropriately adjusts the weights of edges in the temporal graph.
Also, two special commands may appear in the propagator: exit informs
the solver that the constraint associated with the propagator is entailed (and
thus further invocations of the propagator would not prune anything), fail
informs the solver that no solution exists.
Algorithm 6.1 Rule for addition of a new temporal constraint
A
[L,U ]−−−−→B is added →
DmaxAB ← min(DmaxAB ,U)
DmaxBA ← min(DmaxBA ,−L)
Recall that DmaxAB represents the current value of dab. When this value is
decreased, the temporal graph may no longer be minimal. In the previous
chapter we introduced Algorithm 5.2 that restores the minimality of the
temporal graph after the weight of some edge is decreased. The filtering rule
listed as Algorithm 6.2 is is based on this algorithm.
Algorithm 6.2 Propagation of temporal constraints after weight of some
edge is decreased
DmaxAB is decreased →
if validA = 0 ∨ validB = 0 then
exit
if A = B ∧DmaxAA < 0 then
if validA = 1 then
fail
else
validA ← 0
exit
else
if validA = 1 then
for all C such that validC 6= 0 do
DmaxCB ← min(DmaxCB , DmaxCA + DmaxAB )
if validB = 1 then
for all C such that validC 6= 0 do
DmaxAC ← min(DmaxAC , DmaxAB + DmaxBC )
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The rule is triggered whenever DmaxAB is decreased, i.e. when minimality
of the temporal graph is potentially broken.
The rule first checks whether both A and B are still valid or undecided.
If one of them is invalid, then the constraint represented by DAB does not
affect any solutions and thus may be safely ignored.
Then the rule performs check for negative cycles. If the value of DmaxAA
is negative, then A is a part of a negative cycle. If A is valid, then it is a
part of an unbreakable negative cycle and the problem has no solution —
the filtering rule ends with a failure. If A is undecided, then it is a part of a
breakable negative cycle and the rule breaks it by declaring A invalid.
After that the change in weight dab is propagated into weights of other
edges in the temporal graph. Note that the rule uses only a part of Algorithm
5.2, namely the body of the while-loop. The filtering rule does not need to
implement the queue, because whenever it changes domain of some temporal
graph variable, the constraint solver triggers the rule in Algorithm 6.2 for
that variable automatically.
Proposition 6.1. The filtering rule Algorithm 6.2 and its subsequent exe-
cutions make the temporal graph minimal after DAB is decreased (in a pre-
viously minimal temporal graph).
Proof. Direct consequence of Proposition 5.6.
When validity of some activity changes from undecided to valid, new
valid paths are introduced into the temporal graph and thus the graph may
no longer be minimal. The filtering rule listed as Algorithm 6.3 is triggered
by instantiation of domain of variable validA. It restores minimality of the
temporal graph using the principles introduced in Algorithm 5.3.
Algorithm 6.3 Propagation of temporal constraints after a node is validated
validA is instantiated →
if validA = 1 then
for all B such that B 6= A ∧ validB 6= 0 do
for all C such that C 6= A ∧ validC 6= 0 do
DmaxCB ← min(DmaxCB , DmaxCA + DmaxAB )
exit
Proposition 6.2. The filtering rule Algorithm 6.3 makes the temporal graph
minimal after activity A becomes valid.
Proof. Direct consequence of Proposition 5.12.
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The Algorithm 6.3 does not explicitly check the negative cycles in the
temporal graph after it decreases the value of DmaxCB . It is not necessary, since
the check is performed by Algorithm 6.2 (which is trigerred automatically
after the value of DmaxCB decreases).
6.4 Enhancing propagation of temporal con-
straints
In this section we introduce a few simple propagation rules, that enhance
domain pruning of the temporal variables.
6.4.1 Making domains of temporal variables finite
The temporal variables proposed in section 6.1 always have infinite domains.
The reason for this is that the value of weight dab can be theoretically de-
creased without limit — thus the variable DAB must have the lower bound
of its domain set as negative infinity.
However, we know that valid negative cycles in the temporal graph in-
dicate inconsistency in the temporal constraints. Consider the cycle a→ b,
b→ a in the temporal graph. As long as dab + dba ≥ 0, the cycle is not
negative. Thus the weights dab and dba limit each other’s ability to decrease.
For instance, the inequality dab ≥ −dba must always hold, otherwise there is
an inconsistency in the temporal graph. Consequently, we may deduce that
if A and B are two valid activities, then DAB ≥ −dba, i.e. DAB ≥ −DmaxBA .
This gives the lower bound for the domain of DAB:
DminAB ← −DmaxBA
The relationship is symmetrical:
DminBA ← −DmaxAB
Whenever a domain of a temporal variable becomes empty due to one of these
assignments, then there must be unbreakable negative cycle in the temporal
graph and so the failure of solving procedure caused by the empty domain is
inevitable and correct.
Note that using the reasoning above, we can prune domain of variable
DAA for a valid activity A to a single value: {0}.
We propose two filtering rules based on these observations. The first one
(listed as Algorithm 6.4) reacts to a situation when the weight of an edge in
the temporal graph is decreased.
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Algorithm 6.4 Pruning lower bounds of temporal variables
DmaxAB is decreased →
if validA = 0 ∨ validB = 0 ∨ A = B then
exit
if validA = 1 ∧ validB = 1 then
DminBA ← −DmaxAB
The rule is applicable only to the weight of the edge between a pair of
valid activities A and B (it does not have to propagate anything if either
of the activities is invalid or if A and B are the same activity). The rule
propagates the new upper bound of DAB into the lower bound of DBA.
The second filtering rule is listed as Algorithm 6.5.
Algorithm 6.5 Pruning lower bounds of temporal variables
validA is instantiated →
if validA = 1 then
for all B such that validB = 1 do
DminAB ← −DmaxBA
DminBA ← −DmaxAB
exit
When activity A becomes valid, the rule sets the lower bounds for weights
of all edges that connect A to other valid activities.
6.4.2 Detectable precedences
So far we have pruned domains of temporal variables only with regard to tem-
poral constraints. But since the activities are allocated to unary resources,
we may induce additional temporal constraints based on the fact that no two
activities may be processed at the same time on the same resource. Recall
that every activity A has a (constant) processing time pA and a resource resA
on which it must be allocated.
Example 6.1. Consider two activities A, B, both of them allocated to the
same resource and a temporal constraint A
[−30,5]−−−−−−→B. Activity B can start at
most 30 time units before A starts and it may start at most 5 time units after
A starts. Let us assume that pA = 10 and pB = 7. After A starts, it occupies
the resource for 10 time units and since B can start at most 5 time units after
A starts, it is clear that B must be processed before A. Since B is going to
be processed for 7 time units we may deduce temporal constraint B
[7,sup]−−−−−→A,
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i.e. A
[inf,−7]−−−−−−→B. By combining the new and old temporal constraint we get
A
[−30,−7]−−−−−−−→B or B
[7,30]−−−−−→A.
This deduction is application of the generalized detectable precedence.
The concept of detectable precedences has been introduced in [17], where it
is used in a situation where time windows and simple precedence relations
between activities are known, and the activities are allocated to one unary
resource. Whenever time windows of activities A and B are such that they
do not allow execution of A after B, then we may deduce precedence A B.
We generalize this concept to a situation where temporal constraints are
defined between every pair of activities. If temporal constraint between acti-
vities A and B that must be allocated to the same resource does not allow
B to be processed after A, then B must be processed completely before A
starts. Formally, whenever resA = resB and dAB < pA then B must be
processed before A and so dAB ← min(dAB,−pB)
Algorithm 6.6 Detectable precedence
DmaxAB is decreased →
if validA = 0 ∨ validB = 0 ∨ A = B then
exit
if resA = resB ∧DmaxAB < pA then
DmaxAB ← min(DmaxAB ,−pB)
exit
The filtering rule in Algorithm 6.6 is triggered when DmaxAB (= dAB) is
decreased. The rule is relevant only for a pair of different non-invalid acti-
vities — this is the first thing it checks after it is triggered. Then it checks,
whether there is enough time to process activity B after activity A. If not,
then B must be processed before A and the rule sets dAB accordingly.
6.5 Energy precedence constraint
In this section we introduce the filtering rules that prune domains of tem-
poral variables according to the generalized energy precedence constraint
introduced in Section 5.2. First, we define a procedure that calculates the
bound for DmaxAB . This procedure is listed as Algorithm 6.7 and it is an
implementation of the procedure listed as Algorithm 5.8.
When activity B must be processed before A, the outcome of procedure
epc(A,B) depends on the values of DmaxCB for valid activities C from set
MustBeBetween(B, A). In the other case, when activity A must be processed
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Algorithm 6.7 epc(A, B) — calculates value of DmaxAB based on energy
precedence constraint
end← DmaxAB
if B ∈ MustBeBefore(A) then
// B is before A
dur ← 0
for all C ∈ MustBeBetween(B, A) such that validC = 1 in non-
decreasing order of DmaxCB do
dur ← dur + pC
end← min(end,DmaxCB − dur)
else if A ∈ MustBeBefore(B) then
// A is before B
dur ← 0
for all C ∈ MustBeAfterBoth(A, B) such that validC = 1 in non-
decreasing order of DmaxAC + pC do
dur ← dur + pC
end← min(end,DmaxAC + pC − dur)
end← end− pB
return end (as new DmaxAB )
before B, the outcome depends on values of DmaxAC for valid activities C from
set MustBeAfterBoth(A, B). Thus, the value calculated by epc(A,B) may
change whenever:
• temporal constraints change in such a way that a new valid activity be-
comes a member of MustBeBetween(B, A) or MustBeAfterBoth(A, B)
• value of DmaxCB for a valid activity C in MustBeBetween(B, A) decreases
• value of DmaxAC for a valid activity C in MustBeAfterBoth(A, B) de-
creases
• some activity in set MustBeBetween(B, A) or MustBeAfterBoth(A, B)
becomes valid
Activity C can become member of MustBeBetween(B, A) in two ways: ei-
ther it is a member of MustBeAfter(B) and becomes a member of MustBeBefore(A),
or it is a member of MustBeBefore(A) and becomes a member of MustBeAfter(B).
Similarly C can become a member of MustBeAfterBoth(A, B) by becoming a
member of either MustBeAfter(A) or MustBeAfter(B). In all of these cases,
C must be allocated to the same resource as A and B, it cannot be invalid
and one of values DmaxAC , D
max
CA , D
max
CB , D
max
BC must be decreased below 0.
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The following filtering rules recalculate the bounds induced by the energy
precedence constraint whenever any of the situations mentioned above occurs.
Algorithm 6.8 Propagation of the energy precedence constraint after a new
precedence appears in the temporal graph
DmaxAB is decreased →
if resA 6= resB then
exit
if validA = 0 ∨ validB = 0 then
exit
if DmaxBA < 0 then
exit
if DmaxAB < 0 then
if validA = 1 then
for all C ∈ MustBeBetween(B, A) do
DmaxBC ← epc(B,C)
for all C ∈ MustBeAfterBoth(B, A) do
DmaxCB ← epc(C,B)
if validB = 1 then
for all C ∈ MustBeBeforeBoth(B, A) do
DmaxAC ← epc(A,C)
exit
The rule in Algorithm 6.8 handles the situation when a new precedence
B  A appears in the temporal graph, that is, whenever value of some DmaxAB
is decreased below 0. This rule only applies to a weight between a pair
of non-invalid activities that are allocated to the same resource. If these
two conditions are not met, the rule propagates nothing and the associated
constraint becomes entailed. Also, if the precedence A B already exists in
the temporal graph, the rule no longer needs to wait for B  A to appear,
since that would introduce a negative cycle into the temporal graph and the
solving procedure would either fail or invalidate A or B.
If precedence B  A appears, then B becomes a member of MustBeBefore(A)
and A becomes a member of MustBeAfter(B) and:
1. Activity A becomes a member of set MustBeAfterBoth(B, C) for C
such that C ∈ MustBeBetween(B, A) and thus if A is valid, then DmaxBC
should be recalculated for all such C (see Figure 6.1).
2. Activity A becomes a member of set MustBeBetween(B, C) for C such
that C ∈ MustBeAfterBoth(B, A) and thus if A is valid, then DmaxCB
should be recalculated for all such C (see Figure 6.2).
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3. Activity B becomes a member of set MustBeBetween(C, A) for C such
that C ∈ MustBeBeforeBoth(B, A) and thus if B is valid, then DmaxAC
should be recalculated for all such C (see Figure 6.3).
Figure 6.1: Situation 1. after precedence B  A appears
Figure 6.2: Situation 2. after precedence B  A appears
Figure 6.3: Situation 3. after precedence B  A appears
This is exactly what the rule does when it detects precedence B  A (by
checking whether DmaxAB < 0). After that, the global constraint associated
with the rule becomes entailed, because every precedence can appear at most
once.
The filtering rule listed in Algorithm 6.9 reacts to a situation when the
value DmaxAB decreases and recalculates the energy precedence constraint for
all pairs of activities that could be affected by this change. Value DmaxAB is
used to calculate energy precedence constraint in two cases. First, it is used
to calculate epc(C, B) if B ∈ MustBeBefore(C). The value DmaxAB is used for
all valid A such that A ∈ MustBeBetween(B, C). Thus, if A is valid, value
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Algorithm 6.9 Propagation of the energy precedence constraint after a
weight of an edge in the temporal graph is decreased
DmaxAB is decreased →
if resA 6= resB then
exit
if validA = 0 ∨ validB = 0 then
exit
if validA = 1 ∧ A ∈ MustBeAfter(B) then
for all C ∈ MustBeAfterBoth(A, B) do
DmaxCB ← epc(C,B)
if validB = 1 ∧B ∈ MustBeAfter(A) then
for all C ∈ MustBeBetween(A, B) do
DmaxAC ← epc(A,C)
of DmaxAB is relevant for all C such that C ∈ MustBeAfterBoth(B, A) (this is
the situation depicted in Figure 6.2).
Second, the value of DmaxAB is used to calculate epc(A, C) if A ∈ MustBeBefore(C).
It is used for all valid B such that B ∈ MustBeAfterBoth(A, C) and thus if B
is valid, value of DmaxAB is relevant for all C such that C ∈ MustBeBetween(A, B)
(see Figure 6.4).
Figure 6.4: Here, the value of epc(A,C) can change after DmaxAB is decreased
The filtering rule in Algorithm 6.10 is triggered when an activity A be-
comes valid. If activity A is a member of MustBeBetween(B, C) for some B,
C, then it is necessary to recalculate the value of DmaxCB (the situation in Fi-
gure 6.2). If activity A is a member of MustBeAfterBoth(B, C) and B  C,
then it is necessary to recalculate DmaxBC (the situation in Figure 6.1).
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Algorithm 6.10 Propagation of the energy precedence constraint after an
activity is declared valid
validA is instantiated →
if validA = 1 then
for all B ∈ MustBeBefore(A) do
for all C ∈ MustBeAfterBoth(B, A) do
DmaxCB ← epc(C,B)
for all C ∈ MustBeBetween(B, A) do
DmaxBC ← epc(B,C)
exit
Chapter 7
Conclusion
The contribution of this work can be summarized as follows.
First, we have introduced an extension of the simple temporal problem.
The proposed “simple temporal problem with optional variables” can be used
to represent temporal constraints between a set of optional activities.
Second, we have proposed an incremental algorithm that guarantees mi-
nimality of an STP. We have provided versions of this algorithm for both
classical STP and STP with optional variables.
Third, we have introduced the notion of a generalized energy precedence
constraint that can be used to adjust temporal constraints between activi-
ties. It exploits existing temporal relations and resource constraints in the
problem.
Fourth, we have created a set of propagation rules that utilize the above
theoretical results. These rules can be implemented as global constraints
in a constraint-based scheduling system. They may be used both in pure
scheduling to enhance the search procedure and in integrated planning and
scheduling to provide useful feedback for the planner.
By integrating the reasoning on temporal relations with resource con-
straints and optional actitivities the work also brings the concept of simple
temporal network closer to practical usage.
The achieved results can be extended in several ways. First, we assume
that the activities are allocated to one or more unary resources. In reality, the
situation is much more complex and may require that activities are allocated
to a variety of different resource types.
Also, there exist several efficient algorithms that can ensure minimality
of a triangulated temporal network. We did not use these algorithms be-
cause the proposed filtering rules frequently request the temporal constraint
between an arbitrary pair of activities. The temporal graph is a complete
graph and so this information is always directly available. In the triangu-
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lated graph it would have to be calculated. On the other hand, the gains in
speed and lower memory usage of triangulated graphs might outweight the
disadvantages. Further research is necessary to explore the possibilities of
increasing time and space efficiency of temporal constraint propagation.
Next, the algorithm that calculates new bounds for temporal constraints
based on the generalized energy precedence constraint is designed as a mono-
lithic algorithm. The efficiency of presented filtering rules could be improved
if they used an incremental version of this algorithm.
It is also possible, that we did not discover the full potential of the genera-
lized energy precedence constraint when it comes to pruning of the temporal
constraints between activities allocated to unary resources. Further research
could yield results in the form of improved pruning.
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